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In big -picture tubes, more than ever, fine -line focus 
- clear across the screen - is an important function of 
the electron gun. 

C In newer, wide -angle picture tubes, only proper gun 
design can correct the defocussing effects which deflec- 
tion has on the cathode -ray beam. 

For uniform resolution, the control of beam -size by 
the new Du Mont Bent -Gun keeps the beam in focus 
from top to bottom and corner to corner. ) For better performance in bigger pictures. Du M 
Teletrons are your best buy 

i 

I 

ALLEN R. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC. 
CATHODE -RAY TUBE DIVISION 

Clifton, N.J. / . vw k/'u!. -44 
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'CTUAL SIZE 

THE COMPLETE 
DISC CERAMIC LINE 

Sprague -Herlec Cera -mite Capacitors are a "must" for modern 
television circuits. 

Now available in NPO and N750 temperature- compensating 
bodies and in two different high -K bodies, Cera -mites meet 
most application needs in the 10 mmf to 15,000 mmf capaci- 
tance range. 

These miniature capacitors offer set designers maximum space 
economy, ease of mounting, and improved very -high -frequency 
performance. 

The flat disc with uni- directional lead construction has min- 
imum self- inductance arid a higher self- resonant frequency than 
a tubular design; hence improved v -f bypass efficiency. 

Sprague -Herlec Engineering Bulletin 601B gives the complete 
list of standard ratings as well as performance specifications. 
Write for your copy today! 

S pGU 
PIONEERS IN 

ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT 

THE HERLEC CORPORATION Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin 

Trcdemork 

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CAMAY 
North Adams, Massachusetts 

(Wholly owned Sprogue Subsidiary) 

/ 
TeleVision Engineering. February. 1951 
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February, 1951 

Human Engineering* 
A NEW SCIENCE. human engineering, offering striking 
evaluation concepts. has appeared on the industrial hori- 
zon. Concerned with quantitative measures of human capa- 
bilities and limitations and their application to machine 
design. the approach offers an exciting media for the 
probing of the faculties of perception. action. reaction and 
decision. 

Commenting on the machine and human -being relation- 
ship. in a foreword to a recent encyclopedic n-porl an the 
subject, Admiral Luis de Florez said that since our ma- 
chines must be manned by the average human being. their 
operation must st be governed by his capabilities under the 
influence of mental stress. fatigue and sudden change. and 
accordingly. these capabilities must 1w analyzed. measured 
and made available to the designer and engineers to make 
good our progress from now on. 

In the field of vision, there appears an excellent example 
of the challenging problem. For instance. we all know that 
vision is extremely important and that those who can see 
more things more of the time are certainly better off than 
those who can't. Nevertheless. thousands of man -hours of 
engineering time have been spent on the development of a 
variety' of devices that are really not as effective as they. 
might be simply because the visual display is not what it 

might be. 
Analyzing the foregoing factor. the report states that 

when we set about to see visible radiation. or light. the eve 
responds to the total effect regardless of the wavelength 
or any other property of the physical makeup of the 
stimulus'. Therefore, when radiation of a continuous spec- 
trum, such as daylight reaches the eve. a sensation of white 
light is produced rather than discrete sensations of all the 
colors of the solar spectrum. Accordingly, says the report. 
we have a phenomenon which poses a challenging problem 
to an experimenter. for he must measure a light stimulus in 
relation to the subjective sensations produced in the eye. 
and yet make his measurements in ternis of some physical 
objective standard. 

Brightness discrimination poses another interesting 
human- engineering problem. For instance. when a designer 
develops the performance characteristics of a picture - 
pickup camera. he can be aided in his stork by a knowl- 
edge of the limitations imposed on his design by the con- 
trast threshold of the human eve. According to the report. 
an attempt at a quantative determination of these limita- 
tions has revealed that the performance of the eye can be 
represented by the performance of an ideal pickup system 
with a quantum efficiency of five per cent at low brightness 
and .5 per cent at high brightness. Incidentally. the per - 

'The report defines ekiou as the sense whose receptor organ is the eye 
and whose adequate timuln, is electromagnetic radiation within a limited 
range of -PM to Sun millimicrons in wavelength. 

* Based, in part, on information appearing in the 1landhook of Human 
Engineering licita for Design F.naincers. prepared by Handbook Staff, 
Tufts College, in cooperation with the Technical Publications Div. of Jack- 
son and >loreland; renewed l ()TS of the Department of Commerce. 
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formatter of an optimal system has been defined as the 
performance limited by random fluctuation in the absorp- 
tion of light quanta in the primary photo- process. 

Visual acuity represents another pertinent facet which 
can be explored in a study of human engineering. Acuity, 
which refers specifically to the ability of the human eye 
to perceive the shape of objects. is commonl checked with 
letters on a chart and circles and squares. A major diffi- 
culty in evaluating acuity has been the absence of an 
absolute criterion of performance. In stud) lug the problem. 
it has been found that there are four factors that can be 
measured by the usually-used tests. According to the 
study. these are retinal resolution- lens accommodation, 
form or letter perception and resistance to interference. 
In a series of tests it was learned that wall charts measure 
four different factors. only one of which 1 retinal resolu- 
tion I is common to all the tests. Three common factors 
were found: brightness discrimination. form perception 

I in all letter tests I and simple form perception. the latter 
in triangle and square- discrimination tests. 

Color constancy has also been found to be an ex- 
tremely intriguing probe object in human -engineering 
activities. 'l'he report disclosed that the actual colors we 
perceive are not constant under all conditions, results de- 
pending to a great extent on how long the eye has been 
exposed to them. whatever the colors mad be in the sur- 
rounding area. and what color has been previously fixated. 
The effect of one color upon the other is quite a problem. 
The characteristic stems from the principle of color 
adaptation. the general effect being to lessen the sensitivity 
Of the retina to the stimulating color. For instance, long 
exposure to a color stimulus induces the sensation of a 
color that is usually the complementary of the inducing 
color. This induction increases with a decrease of gray and 
corresponding increase in saturation in the inducing color. 
The induction has found to be greatest when there is no 
sharply defined boundary between background field and 
induction field. when both fields are in the saute plane, 
and in the boundary region between fields. Therefore. the 
inducing effect of red. yellow. blue and green is greater 
when there is no brightness contrast. Here are factors 
which require explicit consideration in developing. design- 
ing and producing equipment for not only color pickup, 
but monochrome cameras as we'll. 

There are a number of other characteristics of vision 
whose end effects can be altered by the relationship of the 
machine and the human being. For instance. we have light 
sensitivity. depth perception, color vision. perception of 
motion. all of which are directly associated with the pro- 
duction of a better picture. 

Human engineering offers the planner and designer a 
forceful means of learning more about the probable char- 
acteristics of those who will man the machines of the 
future to provide those ideal results, always anticipated, 
but often never quite fulfilled. -L.W. 
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The Management Front 

Small Business Orders \loom: A recent report to Pres- 

ident Tillman by the l)eitrttueut of Defense revealed that 
out of 1.736.882 purchases of supplies. .mires. and construc- 
tion by the military departments in the year ending .tune 30. 

'50. 1.267.000. or 73';. were transactions with small business 
firms. lu dollar value. these companies received $1,310.615.. 
000. or 21.5'; of the $5.355.396.000 defense orders. On con - 
trails of less than $5.000 each. 71(.; of the dollar value went 
to firms employing fewer than 500 persons. And currently, 
the orders to the small businessman in numbers and income 
appear to 1w outdistancing the '50 record. 

The DO Digits: The terni DO. or Defense Order. followed 
by two digits. employed by \ P1 and the Department of De- 
fense. to identify the group into which a defense procurement 
item falls. has been confused with priorities. There is no pri- 
ority or preference between program code numbers; DO-05 
does not take precedence over DO-06 or any other DO pro- 
gram code. 

Manufacturers or suppliers who receive an order hearing 
one of the ratings DO-01 through DO -22 inclusive. or DO-99. 
may extend the rating on their own purchase orders to ob- 
tain production materials to be physically incorporated in the 
procurement items or to replace inventories expended for that 
purpose. The extension is accomplished by entering the fol- 
lowing certification on purchase orders: 

"Certified under NI':1 Regulation 2, DO- linsert Iwo digit pro. 
gram code number appearing on purchase order you receive from 
your customer)." 

There is also a DO -98 private -contractor rating, which can 
not be used on purchase orders to procure specified items of 
production equipment unless its use has been approved by the 
military departments as necessary for production on military 
orders. Application for authority to use the DO -98 rating 
must be made to the contracting officer of the military depart- 
ment having the principal interest in the rated order produc- 
tion of the contractor or subcontractor. 

For electronics and comniunications equipment the DO 
rating is 07. 

Right: TV receiving -antenna production facili- 
ties at Taco. (See pages 8, 9 and 10 for com- 
plete report on antenna desgin and produc- 
tion.) Below: Long -range camera, with a 3- 
meter focal length, developed by the Signal 
Corps. View shows 2/25 optics extended in 
operating position. Camera is expected to be 
on view during forthcoming IRE exhibition 

at Grand Central Palace. 

Production Stepup Plans: In one of several moves to 
cushion the impact of conversion to defense production. Secre- 

tary Marshall has directed that contracts be spread across 
industry as much as possible. staking use of negotiation meth- 
ods of purchasing rather than the tint'-Consuming bid pro- 
cedure. wherever possible. 

The guaranteed -loan !migrant represents another exempt 
of the efforts being made to prevent. or at least to reduce 
to a minimum. work -stoppages during the conversion period. 
and to help civilian contractors. The guaranteed. or V type 
loan. to finance defense contracts. designed to expedite pro- 
duction and deliveries is similar to the RFC project of World 
\Var II. 

In still another speed -up plan. John D. Small. Munitions 
Board chairman. has urged the Army. the Navy and the Air 
Force to hurry along contacts. especially for those major 
items which require a long tinte to produce. Items which 
can be made faster will be scheduled so as to keep pace hut 
not outrun the others. Small pointed out that a build -up of 
huge stocks in advance of needs would create unnecessary 
shortages and interfere with the product of urgently 
needed materiel. 

Contracting officers have also been asked to cut the time 
consumed between the availability of funds and the award of 
contracts. 

Aluminum for TV Antennas: In an amended NI'A rul- 
ing prohibiting the use of aluminum for over 200 items. TV 
antennas were fortunately omitted. In addition. the ruling 
stated that producers or fabricators will not be required to 
accept rated orders for any aluminum products. for shipment 
in any one month. in excess of the following percentages of 
average monthly shipments during the first eight months of 
'50: Sheet (coiled and flat t. plate, circle and blanks -10rß 

extrusions and tubing 35'; ; rolled shapes 30'.;-; rod. bar. 
wire and cable 355; : forgings and pressings 60'; : castings 
40%; secondary ingots 15'7 ; and all other mill products. 
each 40%. 
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Military Contract Informal' : Name, of contractor- 
awarded Army. \aly. and :Air Force contract- of $25.000 or 

mure are available on a weekly basis tllr'ullgll the Department 
of Commerce and Armed Farces field idlioe- :rad all :Army. 

Navy. and Air Force purchasing oflices. This service in efTirt 
'Mee July. :50. prnyides to hu -int- -men a weekly synop -l- of 

unclassified contracts. whether negotiated or formally adver- 

tised. through more than 1.2(1(1 information outlets. A s imilar 
arrangement funnels information from the purchasing offices 

t:f the General Service- Administration and other government 
agencies to the same outlet -. This - ervicr i- especially useful 
as a guide for subcontractor,. Generals. there is no need for 
a businessman to go farther than the nearest procurement in- 

formation] field office to handle defense contracts. 

Research 

IIF Ileasurcment Conference: Over five hundred at- 

tending a recent conference un hl measurements in Washing- 
ton. D. C.. jointly sponsored by the AIEE. IRE and the 
National Bureau of Standards. heard quite an assortment of 
papers eovering measurement of frequency and time. im- 
pedance. power and attenuation. and transmission and recep- 
tion. 

Describing a usur measnring set. S. F. Maisel of RCA Labs 
and .I W. Kearney of Airborne Instruments Lab. revealed that 
on a 'scope. it'- possible Ill Sec a quantitative picture of the 
usur looking into a wave guide or coax -line element over a 

2600 to 10OOnu frequency range. It was reported that stand- 
ing wave- of 1.5:1 or greater can be measured. The com- 
plete unit consisted of a mechanically swept reflex kylstron rf 
rtscillator, continuously tunable from 22011 to 4600 me. fed to a 

wavegui,le mugie lee used a- the measuring element. 

A system for measuring walegutde and coax -line im- 
pedance, with a circular waveguide. was disclosed loy 1. E. 

',amine! of Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. It was painted 
rut that the rotary variation of voltage. induced in a pickup 
loup rotated in a circular waveguide j ted ta the waseguide 

or coaxial line containing the unknown impedance. can he 

u sed tu 1111.i1.11 re impedance in the same way as i- the linear 
variation of voltage picked up by the probe of a .lotted sec- 

tion. Both patterns were said ta be the .anse under Suitable 

condition -. 

Recent extension- of crystal -controlled frequencies into the 

microwave region by harnwnic gemmai' . and the extension 
of the frequency range of try -lal units in filter networks. have 

called for more accurate measurements of the electrical ele- 

ments of the equivalent network of the crystal unit. \\'ork of 
this nature being conducted at Bell Labs was reported by L. 

F. Koerner. Stuolie- have revealed that the agreement of 
Irrtpuency measurements of a crystal unit in various test cir- 
cuits is a function of its Q. and the ratio r of its shunt 
capacitance to the capacitance in the series branch of the 

equivalent network. The measurements of the resonance fre- 

quency of the series branch in various circuits may vary by 

100 x r 20 ";. and the spread between the frequency of zero 

phase angle and the frequency of mininntni impedance of the 
equivalent network may be (limbic. this value. 

Square -Law Tube: At the forthcoming annual IRE exhibi- 
tion at Grand Central Palace. Aaron S. S,ihc- of the Air Force 

Cambridge Research Labs. will present a square- law -tube di- 
play. On view- will be the parallttlic static characteristic- 
Ioutput current versus input vultagei of a beam -deflection 
square-law tube as displayed on a 'scope. This type of square - 
law tube has been u sed to perform squaring operations on 

signal- ranging in frequency from zero I dc i to 40 nec and 
higher. 

During the course of the IRE Convention and Exhibit. Suites 
will present a paper on this tube entitled Squaring Amplifier. 

A section of the Taco electrical engineering lab where new antennas are tested electrically as 
prototypes, pilot -run models, and again as production -run models. 

TeieA is' Engineering, February, 1951 

Below: Lead -calcium storage batteries de- 
veloped by Bell Telephone Labs. The batteries 
are said to be less subject to corrosion than 
the types now in use. and will serve for many 
months without the addition of water. A major 
new feature is the use of calcium instead of 
antimony as a hardening agent for the lead 
alloy in the grids and other metallic parts 

of the battery. 
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On- the -Spot Camera: A camera using invisible electrical 
images which can produce on- the -spot pictures. even in active 
atomic radiation areas without being fogged. has been an- 
nounced by the Signal Corps Engineering Labs. 

The camera. dubbed Two-minute Minnie, produces a 

finished 4 x 5 -inch picture two minutes after the shutter is 
snapped. Its plates. which need no chemicals for processing. 
can be used over and over again merely by wiping off the 
image. 

The picture has tones similar to that of an ordinary black 
and white photograph and can be printed MI paper. wood. 
cloth. glass. plastics. or ceramic materials. It can be made 
into a transparency from which enlargements can he produced. 

The camera employs a newly discovered electrostatic. 
electrophotographic process in which light is recorded on a 
selenium- coated metal plate that has been sensitized by an 
electrical charge. 

Where the light hits the charged plate. the electricity leaks 
off the sensitized material in proportion to the amount of 
light received and is grounded on the plate. What is left is 
an invisible electrical image. 

Finely ground charcoal or anthracite coal powder is then 
blown across the face of the plate. Wherever there is elec- 
tricity on the plate the dust sticks: the more the electricity. the 
more powder remains. 

The powdered image in then transferred to ordinary paper 
or other material coated with an adhesive layer such as rubber 
cement. To protect the surface and fix the print a clear 
transparent plastic film is pressed against the picture. 

There is no need for a darkroom. the entire process being 
done in the back of the camera within two minutes. Edward 
K. Kaprelian. chief of the phntugraphic branch of the Signal 
Corps Labs. has predicted that this time will be cut to a 
minute or less within a year. 

The camera uses an ordinary lens and shutter. Its light 
source is the same as for an ordinary camera: sun or reflected 
light. photofloods. flash bulbs. or ordinary light bulbs. 

The speed of the sensitive plate is about the same as the 
ordinary orthuchri'matie black and white film. 

Development of the camera was under sponsorship of the 
Signal Corps which aided the Halide Company. Rochester. 
New York. and the Battelle Memorial Institute. Columbus. 
Ohio. in the research and design leading to production of a 

del. 

Borocarbofilm resistors now available in I 

1/3, t /s, 1 and 2 -watt sizes. They are being 
manufactured under license arrangement with 
Western Electric. 111'i/A,.r /'r,udsrt.. Air.. 2552 

Detroit Ave.. Cler',/esd 13. t)/i/o) 

tr 

RF Capacitor: An experimental rf capacitor with a con - 
stant total capacitance and an adjustable temperature coeffi- 
cient t TC t. which is claimed to be adaptable to commercial 
air -capacitor production methods. has been developed by 
engineers at the Naval Research Lab. 

In the NRL design. four capacitors are connected in series - 
parallel. One element in each series leg is a variable air - 
dielectric capacitor. These are mechanically coupled so that, 
when they vary with each other in accordance with a pre- 
determined law. the equivalent capacitance of the four- element 
combination remains constant. Fixed ceramic capacitors are 
used for the other series element in each leg. one having a 

positive TC value. the other a negative one. Air -dielectric 
capacitors were selected for the adjustable element to avoid 
the difficulties encountered with the ceramic -dielectric type. 
The total capacitance per unit volume for a capacitor of this 
type is about one-fourth that of a conventional air -dielectric 
capacitor. 

Although the size of the experimental capacitor was cited 
as a disadvantage by NRL. it was noted that the versatility 
and stability of such a circuit element may contribute to its 
effective application. Such a device. for example. might be 
used in a critically stabilized lc oscillator where minor aging 
effects are to be compensated to allow a high degree of long- 
term stability. Such a capacitor might also be used as a 

secondary standard of TC values for interlaburatury correla- 
tion or for checking quality control measurements at a 
capacitor manufacturer's plant. In addition. such a circuit 
might serve as the heart of a test set which would allow rapid 
and accurate TC measurements. This latter need is particu- 
larly interesting when it is realized that current practices 
allow the production of a fixed ceramic capacitor for only a 
few cents. although the accurate determination of its TC 
value may cost several dollars. 

Tite Production Line 

Thermal Shunt: A thermal shunt can be used to prevent 
overheating of miniature electronic components during solder- 
ing according to a British Telecommunications Research 
Establishment report, now available from the Department of 
Commerce Office of Technical Services. 

The shunt. which is simply a crocodile -type clip to which 
heavy copper jaws have been added. was developed after 

Section of TV receiver, featuring stamped capacitors. inductances and wiring. t Courtesy Franklin 
Ile loop 

t rl t.n_ . rin;;. trt.ru: r.. I l., I 
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research revealed that the brief overheating res ulting from 

soldering operations during the assembly of miniature elec- 

tronic equipment permanently changed the value of carbon 

composition resistors as much as 20'; . 

By attaching the thermal shunt to the component lead wire 

during soldering. and leaving it in place for about 15 seconds 

after the soldering is c pleted. the change in valor was 

reportedly held within 
The shunt dissipates heat that normally reaches the resistor 

by conduction along the terminating leads. Any heat - 

dissipating mechanism will assist in this purpose. and. par- 

ticularly in tight places. use of a pair of lung -nosed steel 

pliers is reasonably satisfactory. The copper -jawed dip. for 

which the report provides a blueprint. was found most efficient 

and its premature removal is not as likely as with a pair of 

pliers. 
Use of the shunt is reeonuuended for the protection of all 

types of miniature c ponents. including small capacitors. 

chokes molded in polythene. wire -ended germanium crystals. 

etc. The report points out that heat -damage problems can be 

minimized through careful planning of a miniature electronic 

layout. usually by grouping small cuntponents around the 

outer surfaces of larger ones. 

Noise Figure Standards: The nuise figure. a fundamental 

measure Of the quality of linear electrical networks. is of basic 

importance in TV. radar. etc. In these systems stone of the 

limitations on reliability. sensitivity. and distance are set by 

the type and magnitude of noise in the device as well as by 

the nuise p rod need ahead of the network input terminals. To 

assist laboratories and industry in the evaluat' of this im- 

portant factor. the Bureau of Standards has inaugurated a 

calibration service for the noise figure in the frequency range 

of 500 ke to 30 mc. Standards for this purpose have been 

developed by M. Solow. L W. Hammer. and P. H. Hass of the 

Bureau's Central Radio Propagation Laboratory. 
The noise ligure of a linear network is the ratio of the 

available noise power at the output the total network and 

source noise I 1a the available noise power at the output source 

alone. Noise power in an electrical network (i.e., a receiver) 
is generated by the network resistance (Johnson noise) and 

its vacuum tubes t shut noise I. The noise figure is a function 

of frequency and of the network and -mire, impedance: Loth 

are measurable to a high degree of uccolac I various inde- 

pendent techniques. With these important parameters of a 

unit accurately evaluated. calibration can now be made. The 

Bureau's calibration method involve- five components: a 

temperature -limited noise diode. a two-terminal source net- 

work. a four- terminal network under calibration. an attenu- 

ator. and a sensitive %t ltmeter. 
The equivalent noise resistance used in evaluating the tech- 

nique utilizes the concept that the n.i -. power from the net- 

work can be represented by the Johnson noise of this 

resi- tance. Experimental verification of this theory was made 

with eleven different values of test impedance and at fre- 

quencies of 0.5. 4.3. 12. and 30 mc. Measurements made with 

the temperature- Iiniit.d diode conclusively proved that the 

equivalent noise resistance was constant for all the values of 

test network impedance at each frequency. The evaluation 

has shown that the Bureau's calibration method will yield 

precise noise figures. It was also proved that this method of 

calibrating nuise figures is valid for a matched or unmatched 

condition of input impedance. In addition this method may 

be successfully applied to measuring the impedance of two - 

terminal networks. 
Calibrations can be made for high gain. linear. four -terminal 

networks such as receivers and amplifiers 110 to 150 ohms I 

source impedances to 3- 0.2 db and at frequencies up to 30 

me. Work is in progress to extend noise figure standards 

to 300 mc. 

Trends 
Bent Antennas for '51 : In a reply to ye editor, inquiring 
about the receiving antenna design characteristics which may 

prevail during 5I. Radiarf s antenna engineer. R. W. Cron - 

shey. declared that the high -low separate dipoles may dis- 

appear. and be replaced by antennas employing driven ele- 

ments which bend forward in a V position such as the bi- 

conicals and \ \ now in use. The forwardly -bent angle. he 

added. allows higher harmonic operation with the major lobe 

still pointing forward. so that the element acts as a combina- 

tion high -low antenna all in tine. 

Thanks. RWC. for your prophetic views.- L. W. 

Tele\ is' Engineering, February. 1951 

Left: Installing an adaptor plug from the de- 
coder unit of a subscriber- vision picture un- 
scrambler, into the sync socket of a TV 
chassis. Below: Calibrated 0 to 100,000 -ohm 
linear potentiometer for use as a resistance 
substitute for service or laboratory work, 
which is said to provide a rapid means for 
determining the values of burned -out resistors 
when substituted in the circuits. . Courtesy 

Chicago Industrial Instrument Co. i 
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TV 
Figure I 

Field telephone, position indicator and measuring equipment used to study pilot model antenna. Field strength meter is in the foreground and adia- cent te it is the signal generator. At the steering wheel is Raymond W. Cronshey Radiart antenna engineer. 

:l Report on Lab, Measurement and Fabrication Techniques 
Employed in Plants in the East and Middle West. 

IN THE MA \I F%I TI It I: OF TV receiving 
antennas, it is oftrii assumed that the 
project is quite a simple affair. involv- 
ing in the main nothing more than the 
mechanics of bending. Actually. form- 
ing is but one of many operations in 
the modern mass -production plant. 
where a combination of research. design 
and carefully evolved electronic and 
mechanical production techniques are 
employed to provide an assortment of 
efficient pickup elements. 

In research and design, a variety of 
intriguing procedures are used. In one 
plant*. for instance. in the blueprint to 
finished -product study, polar field pat- 
terns are carefully evaluated for every 
model. For it is this curve plotted on 
polar coordinate paper which reveals 

It 

the relative amplitudes of the pickup of 
the antenna for different angles of azi- 
muth. From such a graph the shape of 
the beam can be determined and the 
angular separation between .707 volt- 
age 11/2 power) points obtained; this 
angle is usually referred to as the angu- 
lar beam width. This. together with 
the existence or non -existence of spuri- 
ous lobes help a prospective buyer to 
determine which type of antenna will 
be best suited to a particular location. 
etc. Since the shape of the horizontal 
field pattern is different for each of the 
12 channels, the plotting of the field 
patterns consumes a large amount of 
lab time. 

While some prefer to work with scale 
models inside of the lab. the field pat- 

terns taken at this plant are made on 
actual full -size antennas. Because of 
this. the antennas cannot he measured 
inside of the lab where the proximity of 
various metallic objects. etc.. would 
give rise to spurious and misleading 
readings. 

To get around this problem. all meas- 
urements are taken in the open, above 
the roof of the lab. A rotatable shaft, 
protruding through the lab roof, to 
which is attached a handsteering wheel 
and a pointer assembly calibrated in 
degrees of azimuth. provides the an- 
tenna control. On the roof a raised 
platform allows access to the antenna 
under test. A field telephone is con- 
nected between the lab and the antenna 
platform so that changes or adjustments 
can rapidly be made. 

If desired, local television channels 
can be used as the signal source. How- 
ever, readings can be taken on any 
channel desired. To accomplish this a 
transmitting antenna is located on a 
distant corner of the building roof and 
beamed at the test antenna. A local 

Figure 2 

A test antenna above the lab roof. undergoing investigation. 
At the field telephone is William Nitras of Radiart making 

final adjustments. 

"Radiart, Cleveland. 

TeleVision Engineering, February, 1951 
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RECEIVING ANTENNA 

Research, Design and Production 

transmitter consisting of a signal gen- 

erator' is connected by coax cable to 
the transmitting antenna: thus any de- 

sired frequency may be transmitted. 
For reception a field -intensity noise 

meter' is used. Calibrated down to 1/2 

microvolt. accurate reading- on nulls 
as well as on lobe maximums are pos- 
sible. A :300 -ohm line connects the an- 
tenna to the receiver. However. so 

complete is the shielding of the trans- 
mitter and receiver that no interaction 
is nettk-able, and the transmitter can 
thus he placed directly along side of the 
receiver with practically no spilocer. 
This is a convenient feature when 
ttiiteling frequency. From the antenna 

steering position the field- intensity me- 
ter can easily be read and. if desired. 
the readings plotted on the convenient 
clip board which holds the blank polar 
coordinate graph forms. If desired, a 

recording -pattern plotting machine can 
be switched in to make a permanent 
field pattern record. 

One of the problems associated with 
broad -band antennas is the a t of 
mismatch which they present to the 
transmission line as the exciting fre- 
quency is varied. This informal' can 
he obtained by measuring the individ- 
ual reflection eoefficients fur each fn -- 

Figure 3 

Fabrication of antenna crossarms. Operator in 
the foreground is taking a flattened (but not 
yet bent) tube from the barrel on the right 
und putting a right angle bend on it with 
the punch press. Then another operator (in 
the background) puts in additional indenta- 
tions and bends to complete the fabrication. 

(Courtesy Radiant) 

,flew lent- Packard eft$ -. \. ''St..ld:.rd Aircraft 
N M A -+. 

'Du \tons. 'Kay Electric \Ieg:. \Latch. 
't: -It sot -('. 
'llewtett - Packard x4 .\ hridKr; al% -;\ 

nnr: 417.:\ shielded detecb.r. 

Tele%ision Engineering. February. 1951 

by RALPH G. PETERS 

quenc or channel and then plotting 
them. However. this is a red' s pro- 
cedure and accordingly a "scope'-test 
instrument' has been adopted. In one 
sweep of the electron beam practically 
the entire low hand or high hand can 

he scanned and the reflection coefficient 
for each frequene displayed at a 

glance on the ',cope ,cretin. A uh/ 
signal generator -tine- to provide a 

calibrated pip which is superimposed 
on the screen to identity any desired 
frequency or to calibrate the sweep of 
the beam. Thus. at once the entire 
standing -wave respon se can be observed 
for all frequencies within the limits of 
the scan. 

Double Stacking Problems 

Where the requirements are essen- 

tially betardband or multi- channel in 
nature. antenna stacking often poses 
many problems. The intcrceinneeting 
phasing bars or Q -bars are very fre- 
quency- sensitive and act as series line 

transfeirme -rs. Their lunctiotl should he 

to transform the input impedance and 
phase angle of each individual antenna 
into a different value. so that when all 
of the individual folded dipoles are 

connected in series or parallel they pre- 
sent a resistite- terminal impedance of 

the proper value to match the trait-mis- 
s' line used. Since these values cary 
With frequency. a more precise measure- 

ment of resistive and reactive com- 
ponents is required. For such purposes 

an r/ bridge' is used. A separate halun 
for each channel is used to match the 
balanced line to the coaxial bridge. 

After the electrical investigation is 

completed at this plant. the data are 
digested and evaluated in the light of 
practicality. Then it is possible to 
adopt an optimum electrical design 
which retains all or as many of the de- 

sirable characteristics. At the conclu- 
sion of this probe. the antenna is turned 
over to the niechanical engineering de- 

partment where structural designs con- 
sistent with strength. ease of fabrica- 
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Figure 4 (Right) 
Final assembly line of crossarms for a biconical antenna. 
Starting at the rear, the bulk nuts, bolts and brackets, etc.. 
are assembled together as sub assemblies and passed on 
down the line. At the middle of the line the crossarms are 
fed to the line. As the arms travel down the line the various 
sub -assemblies are fastened to them and they emerge in the 
foreground all fabricated, inspected, and ready for packaging. 

(Courtesy Rodiart) 

Figure 7 

Final testina of antenna- rotator remote- control 
boxes. Control box is clamped into test fix- 
ture and made to control the rotator mounted 
on the short section of pipe in foreground. 

.Courtesy Radian) 

IIt 

Figure 5 (Left) 
Antenna elements being flattened on one end in a compressed 
air cylinder press. After flattening, they are placed in barrel: 
see Figure 3. On extreme left are crated tubes not yet processed. 

(Courtesy Radiart) 

Figure 6 

Soldering connecting 
wires to the switch 
contacts in a par- 
tially- assembled an- 
tenna rotator. (Cour- 

tesy Radiart) 

lion. and eeulmmll\' are added to the 
electrical .I. -i_n. At this point. the 
sales department enters the scree. sn_- 

gcsling ways to incorporate those fear 

turcs which the selling trends show to 
he popular. and to delete or modify fell- 
lures which it is felt might he stumbling 
Idoek-' te the _ally-. 

\tier this -ultly. the engineering de- 
partment then reduces the design to the 
final specification stage from whetter it 
is turned over to the manufacturing 
division for fabrication. 

In general. at this factory. the only 
purchased parts are the rant materials. 
such as aluminum annul -tee! iltbltl_. 
nuts and bolts. cartons. and moulded 
part. Cons plele plating and fabrica- 
tion of the various stamping-. etc.. an 
performed within the plant. 

I'm. 0/ .ti lh R (:ear 
In another plant' signal generators 

are employed to transmit signals for 
pickup by a full -size prototype antenna. 
located atop a building equipped with 
measurement gear. Here 'omplete 

',Tate. Sherburne. X. V. 

records are drawn tip and after the 
antenna has been bound to have the de- 

sirable characteristics. it is brought to 
a lab adjoining the test grounds. Then 
the antenna is analyzed by su'r equip- 
ment to check any impedance mismatch. 

Alter these tea- are completed in 
the lab and the engineering reports 
-bow that the antenna has operational 
characteristics fitting the application re- 
quirements. the antenna is subjected to 
a series of tests In the mechanical engi- 
neering department. T.1 be sure that 
the antennas can withstand changes in 
weather. such as windstorms. ice and 
snow. and txtr:uus ill temperature. an 

al'r1Ierated mechanical lib' test is em- 
ployed with a tihratiull laluli' In the 
matter of a few minutes. under con- 
stantly varying fr.iluen.ie, of vibration. 
all elements are subjected nl years of 
installation punishment. Mechanical 
!modifications are mule a. -.ern neces- 
sary as a result of this si. 

The tooling operation. during which 
tuulnlakers make the necessary dies and 
punches required to convert the an 
Irnna to a production lint' item. is an- 
other important link in the manufactur- 
ing program. After the tool are made. 
and a pilot run of the antenna i. com- 
pleted. it is once again subjected to 
testing ground. electrical and median - 
ieal laboratories for a recheck. If the 
antenna shows no Marked changes from 
its prototype. it is sent out lo the vari- 
ous lest -ile-. If field reports hear out 
the em_ineeriu_ rrpurt-. the antenna is 

put int.. lu Iti :ion. and turned over to 
the meet. 

Credits 
The writer i- extremely grateful to 

R. W. Crunshey. Radiart antenna engi- 
neer. and the Taco engineering staff. 
who supplied plant -facility data and 
illustrations for this report. 

Lipprrt. 1:.: Trcr\l.aus Ia..istr.xn.:; 
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17" Metal -Shell Rectangular Production 

Above: Two -level production: rectangular 
metal picture tubes being racked in formation 

beneath an elevated conveyor belt. 

Below: Rectangulars riding on trolley carts, 
each of which contains a complete exhaust 
system, enter and pass along an 80 -foot length 
of the machine. Emerging at the far end, the 

tubes are automatically sealed, ready for the 

application of the tube base. 

(Above views taken at RCA. Lancaster. Pa.. 
plant.) 

TPIe% i.ion Engineering. Februar.. 1951 

Quick drying method, in which tubes are placed in special drying racks (bottom of view). 
Process follows application of luminescent materials to the face plate of the tube. 

(Views above and below, taken at RCA. Lancaster, Pa.) 

Rectangular. entering giant bake oven. Passing through a 103 -foot oven, the tubes are sub- 
jected to controlled heat which bakes on the fluorescent screen foce. Oven is linked by con- 

veyor belts to insure an uninterrupted flow of tubes from one machine to another. 

Glass -to -metal vacuum -tight sealing, at RCA tube department's Marion. Ind., plant. Glass face 
plate and the metal shell are placed on the rotating turntable of the machine where multiple 
oxygen fires form an oxide on the metal rim. The edge of the glass face plate is then melted 
in contact with the oxide -coated tim. to form the seal. A similar technique is used to bond the 

glass neck section of the tube to the smaller -nd of the metal shell. 
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Figure 1 

:tud.o sync generator prepared for wave- 
form and voltage measurements, wiring and 

parts inspection. (Courtesy RCA.) TV Maintenance 
Procedures 

EFFICIENCY IN '1-F:Lt: \t.ni\ equipment 
maintenance depends not only on the 
time assigned to routine maintenance 
operation.. but to the adoption of a 

well- rounded. logically planned sched- 
ule le hicli encompasses preventive. cor - 
reeli\e and 1- I11ergetiev measures for 
each unit of equipment. 

l'louuiu;; the schedule 

It is the responsibility of the chief 
engineer and technical supervisor to set 
up an efficient. w,ikable maintenance 
schedule and to ;i --i_n specific main- 
tenance duties to such members of the 
engineering staff as are capable of 
carrying then out. In tuns it is the 
duty of each engineer to carry out all 
assignments to the best of his ability 
and to make any suggestions which 
might improve either the equipment 
operation or the efficiency of the main- 
tenance- schedule. 

The time allotted t., maintenance 
period, depends on such factors as 
econ..nh. practicability. mailability of 
manpower. available time. and limita- 
tions of the engineering operations 
budget. Although many stations will 
necessarily operate close to the mini- 
mum on some or all of these factors. 
it must be pointed out that such prac- 
tice at best is only a measure of false 
economy. Let us consider, for example, 
a hypothetical maintenance schedule 

12 

by JOHN B. LEDBETTER, I,,ginecr. u'KRC-TV 

l 'se of Daily, Weekly, ,Monthly, Quarterly, 
Annual and Special Preventive Maintenance 
Test Schedules Found to Afford High- 
Efficiency Round -the -Clock Performance. 
Corrective Maintenance Programs Permit 
Operation During Emergencies, Providing 
Additional Operational insurance. 

which allows sufficient time for routine 
daily maintenance and equipment ad- 
justments. but makes no pr.ivis. for 
emergencies. Such a schedule may work 
satisfactorily until a major breakdown 
occurs. but unless the maintenance 
schedule has been made flexible enough 
to cover the additional maintenance 
requirements. or unless the station has 
additional engineering personnel from 
which to draw. it will soon find itself 
lo,peles,ly behind. not only in rnler- 
gency maintenance facilities. but also 
in routine operation and adjustment. 

Certain maintenance routines or 

methods are more efficient under cer- 
tain conditions than ethers- All sug- 
gestions regarding new routines. im- 
provements in scheduling. use of test 
equipment, etc.. should be discussed in 
regular meetings of the engineering 
staff and adopted if worthwhile. 

No maintenance schedule can be effi- 
cient unless permanent records are kept 
of equipment performance and opera- 
tion. Data should include plate and grid 
do voltages, waveforms. peak- to-peak 
voltages. and resistance measurements 
where practical. Periodic qualitative 
tests should be trade of all equipment 
and the results compared with previous 
findings. It is also important that all 
cleaning. adjustments. modifications. 
parts and tube replacement. etc.. be en- 
tered on the records. Such information 
not only prevents needless repetition 

of maintenance. but provides valuable 
information for emergency maintenance 
and make, stock inventory much easier. 

In setting tip a maintenance schedule 
for a station. it is suggested that first 
a list or outline of the most important 
or major points be made and then the 
schedule built around it. adding or 
eliminating certain features as individ- 
ual condition- suggest 

Preliminary Analysis 

Ftilization of senses (sight. smell. 
touch t represents the first step in the 
preliminary trouble- shooting program. 
In the visual routine. we have inspec- 
tion for loose. broken connections. 
broken parts, defective in su I a t ion or 
wiring. evidence of overheating. The 
smell test- indicate overheated resistors. 
transformers. reactors. The final check. 
touch, reveals overheated parts. broken 
or loose connections. in iisy or defective 
tubes. tube sockets. terminal boards; 
caution to he I. >,i,ed in touching. 
and danger invdved in charged capa- 
citors. overheated tub-. 

Preventive Maintenance 

Five daily tests should be made to 
assure the success of a preventive main- 
tenance program: I 11 Notation of ab- 
normal operating conditions; (2) anal- 
ysis of -scope and monitor indications; 
131 preoperational adjustments and 

TeleVision Engineering, Februar., 1951 
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Figure 2 

Pulsed light film projector, ready for maintenance. 
(Courtesy G. E.) 

checks: 14i general inspection after 
shut-down: 151 checking for indica- 
tions of overload. excessive heating. 

Weekly tests are also important: 
II) Cleaning internal and external 
parts of equipment. and methods used: 

12i inspection of cable connections. 
tightening adjustments ... precaut .. 
care in handling: 131 checking equip- 
ment control settings and adjustments: 
141 extent of tests ¡linearity. video 
response. noise. distortion. alignment. 
etc I. 

Monthly tests must also be made. 
These include: 1 1) Tube testing. nota- 
tion or comparison of transconductance 
and quality readings ... determining 
borderline tubes: (1) inspection and 
cleaning of all parts of equipment; 
13) checking and recording cable 
socket voltages: 141 tightening coaxial 
connectors. fittings. terminations. 

Quarterly tests sl Id also he in- 
eluded: ill Relay cleaning. adjusting 
... methods. precautions; 121 inspec- 
tion of tube records. 

In the annual tests, three steps must 
be followed: I I t Complete overhaul, 
inspection of equipment 121 replace- 
ment of elect'olvtics: 131 modifications 
to equipment. 

There are always special tests which 
must he included. These might include 
inspection of transmitting antenna. coax 
feed lines. antenna resistance Illeasllre- 
mcnts. field- strength measurements. in- 

TeleVision Engineering. February. 1951 

Figure 3 

Removing a waveform monitor crt to wash face and safety 

glass, clean the socket and inspect other circuit components. 

(Courtesy G. E.) 

vestigal ion of recent ion complaints. 
phenomena. etc. 

Corrective Maintenance 

Operation During Emergencies: 
111 Correlation of personnel. Im- 

portance of making definite assign- 
ments: efficiency and rapidity of emer- 
gency repairs. Need for well- defined 
system of operation. Obtaining full 
cooperation of the staff. Making full 
use of each engineers technical ability. 

121 Analysis of Trouble. Importance 
of rapidity in determining source of 
trouble. Determination of opt-rating 
conditions. source of trouble by wave- 

form analysis. Point- by-point procedure 
for locating defective stages. Import- 
ance of holding regular engineering 
meetings for discussion of operation 
and analysis. 

131 Emergency Circuit Changes. List 
of passible equipment patching. substi- 
tution or re- wiring for temporary or 
emergency operation. Adjustments. op- 
erating procedures for prolonging life 
of equipnlent. 

After every possible item has been 
listed. the chief engineer and technical 
supervisor should evaluate the import- 
ance of each item as it applies to indi- 
vidual or special station equipment. 
The maintenance schedule should then 

l'fbi. cchedtdc ic a c,mip,,.itt, ropr . cnattion 
of maintenance infornntìon .upplied t cutinlly 
i, \\'\t:\ It-T\' ,nd .upptenentetl by RUA, 
1.L:, Iet\(,nit, and WKRI-T\". 

take on a form similar to the tIIttin_. 

Typical Maintenance Schedule' 

Daily, Prior To .sign -On: 

1I I Make a visual inspection of all 
rack power supplier tubes. and voltage 
settings. 

12i Check rack blower system for 
proper operation. 

13I Check all regulated power sup- 
plies: adjust if necessary. 

141 Check high -voltage power sup- 
ply in film camera rack. Set high volt- 
age and check interlock operation. 

I.í 1 Check regulated voltages in sta- 

bilizing amplifiers. 
Iii) Check tinier count -down adjust- 

ments in sync generator. Set controls 
to mid -range positions. 

Daily, After Shut- Down: 
(I) Make a visual, feel. and smell 

test of all equipment. Check for evi- 
dence of overheating or improper opera - 
tion. 

Filin R .N ' trance 

Weekly: 
Ill Clean film projector and con- 

denser lenses. 
121 Clean multiplexer mirrors. 
131 Clean slide projector lenses and 

mirror. 
t4 ( Clean front surface of llalopticon 

I Continued on page 231 
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Figure I 

Common type of rc ditferentiator and its action. TV PULSE 
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Voltage waveform of (o) 

Voltage waveform at (D) 

Fla 4,11 I.\T 1 SE III, DIFFERENTIATING tir. 
cu il, i- stade in the operation of tele- 
sision -tstcats. Differentiation is the 
determination of the infinite simal differ- 
ence between two states of a variable 
quantity with respect to time. A famil- 
iar example is the relationship between 
distance fsI.velocity Ir) and time (t) : 

ds 

dt 

Simply. the above equation states that 
the rate of change in distance Is per 
unit of time It ( is equal to the velocity 
t el at the finite instant being consid- 
ered: i.e.. miles per hour equals veloc- 
ity. 

In Figure I. a commun re* type dif- 
ferentiator and its action are illustrated. 
The purpose of the circuit is to deter- 
mine the rate of change of the voltage 
applied at la in the circuit corre- 
sponding to the instants labelled 1. This 
is indicated by the sudden rise in volt- 
age at (bI due to the surge of charg- 
ing current through R. To obtain this 
effect. the re time constant must be 
short compared tu the interval of the 
pulse being differentiated. In a typical 
rc combination. used in the synchroni- 
zation of a commercial thyratron hori- 
zontal sweep generatrtr. we have values 
of 47.000 ohms and 50 mnlfd. having a 

time constant of 2.35 microseconds. 
compared to a horizontal sync pulse in- 
terval of 5 microseconds. 

The sudden po -itise voltage change 
at las produces a sharp pule or pip 
at 161. falling off rapidly almost to 
zero before the end of the rectangular 
pulse. The output at Ibt indicates that 

Pulse 
Generator 

Equalizing 
Pulses 

N.\ 
+ - 

0 

Input 

Serrated Ve t. 
Sync Pulse 

2 

Control Level 

it t, 
Time - 

Voltage 
waveform 
At (o) 

voltage 
waveform 
At (D) 

Figure 2 

Simple integration circuit and its action. 

a sudden rise in voltage has itceurred 
at la I. At 2. a sudden fall in voltage 
occurs at la l and is likewise differen- 
tiated at IbI. Both or either of these 
pips may be required for synchronizing. 
etc. If these pips occur at the grid of 
a tube biased to cutoff. the negative pip 
will have no effect. In other applica- 
tions either of the pules may he elim- 
inated by clipping. 

Delayed Pipe 

Where a delayed pip is required for 
some particular application. the pip 
occurring at 2 is used. Obviously. it is 
delayed with respect to the beginning 
of the rectangular pulse occurring at 

/. Any delay may be obtained in this 
way. simply by varying the duration of 
the rectangular pulse. Polarity of the 
resultant pip is not a factor. since phase 
inversion is obtainable in a single stage 
of amplification. 

The Integrator 
\e have observed that differentiation 

is the determination of the infinitesimal 
difference between two states of a vari- 
able quantity with respect tu time. In- 
tegration, on the other hand- is the 
summation of successive differentials. 
In terms of the example relating di -- 
tance Is t, time It I and velocity 
the integral is the summation of all the 
finite changes in distance to arrive at 
the total distance traversed in a par- 

° "fbc r -I circuits tutu al -o be used for 
differentiation in a similar fashion. Hum- 
mer. il i- Inure practical to apply the rr 
circuit. 

titular interval of time. Soling the 
equation: 

d.c 

tit 

ds =idt 
s =T' f dt = T' t t.,.,. -.yea i 

Therefore. knowing the velocity of an 
automobile. for example. and knowing 
the difference in tinte between the start 
and stop of a journey. we can arrive at 
the total distance travelled by the sim- 
ple process of integrating the differen- 
tial equation. 

The integration circuit is used in tele- 
vision to form the vertical -weep syn- 
chronizing pule. In Figure 2 appears 
a simple integration circuit. Tite input 
at lad is the RMA standard television 
signal occurring during the vertical 
blanking period. Only the equalizing 
and serrated vertical sync pulses are 
shown. Prior to the beginning of the 
serrated vertical sync pule. the equal- 
izing pulses cause the capacitor C to 
acquire a charge. This charge is re- 
duced almost to zero before the next 
equalizing pule has a chance tu add 
to it. However. when the serrated pulse 
occurs. the charging interval is much 
greater than the discharging interval; 
thus each successive pule adds to the 
charge on C. Therefore. the charge on 
C will reach the control les el potential 
required to look the vertical sweep 
oscillator in step with the transmitted 
signal. 

Pulse .Separation 

Pule separation is required at the 
picture -tube chas -is to acculltplish two 
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TECHNIQUES 

by C. 1. AUDITORE 

l'% Facilities Engineer. NV011 -T% 

F.qurc 3 

Sync i.¡rcr:nlor a,cion. 
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(Sync) 

Cutoff 
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vs Input Supply Voltage 
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Output 

First of a Series of Papers Based on Instruction Notes 
Prepared for WOR's TV Operating Engineers. Analyzed in 
This Installment Are the Difjerentiator, Integrator, Pulse 
Separator and Thyratron Sawtooth Generator. 

primary objectives: I i I Separate the 
mixed sync pules in the blacker than 
black region front the picture signal. 
and 121 separate the mixed sync into 
horizontal and vertical scnclunnizine 
pulses. 

The first of these objective- is accom- 
plished in the :yin. separator. The op- 
eration of this circuit is shown in Fig- 
ure 3. The composite video signal is 
applied to the tube circuit at input. 
The mixed sync portion of the applied 
signal is positive going and the picture 
portion is Ilegati%e going. The rr cou- 
pling in the grid circuit has a relatively 
long time constant. producing grid -leak 
bias. 

Grid -leak bias is produced in the fol- 
lowing manner: The first punitive -going 
pulses on the grid cause the grid to 
draw current. placing a negative charge 
in the grid side of the capacitor C. The 
negative bia- is the result of this charge 
leaking off through the resistor. R. 
Furthermore. it bill last oeer a rela- 
RI-Iv long t,tiol of applied signal. 

-ince the ie time constant is long. The 
charge on C i- o.nrl;uul replenished 
by subsequent 11w-it ei- -going signals. 
with no practical distortion of the sig- 
nal. because the charging re- i-tctlii 
presented by t he grid -to- cathode circuit 
is relatively mall. 

The low- -uppl voltage and grid bias 
produce grid rectification. so that only 

the sync pulses will have sufficient am- 
plitude to cause plate current to flow. 
The low plate and screen toltages will 
permit the sync pules to drive the tube 
from cutoff to saturation. The over - 
drite into saturation will clip the sync 
pulse tips. providing a clean and uni- 
form sync output. Such a circuit will 
provide ;I con-tant amplitude output for 
a wide tarialion of signal inputs. 

.Sync .Separator Designs 

Sync separator circuits vary in de- 
sign. The simple une -tube circuit may 
he expanded tu provide separate tubes 
tu cutoff the picture and clip the sync 
tips at a predetermined amplitude. Thy 
end result. however. is always the sanie. 

The mixed sync must be further sepa- 
rated into horizontal and vertical sync 
pules. the second objective of pulse 
separation. The circuit and voltage 
waveforms of Figure 4 show how this is 
accomplished. The voltage waveforms 
Irr'I and Iat are the II \I:\ standard 
television signals in the vicinity of the 
vertical blanking pulse- between fields 
and frames. respell k i-Iv. 

The .vac .eparatur remotes the pic- 
ture coul(lonnl. and produces uegatit:- 
guing [liked -Inc pulses at Ili I. These 
are applied to the difTerentiatur circuit 
consisting of C., and R,,. The difieren- 

tiatur circuit is responsive only to sud- 
ile -n voltage changes. resulting in the 
output voltage waveform shown at le I. 
The leading edge loccurring first in 
time -time shown from left to right I 

of the rectangular pulses contribute the 
negative pips. and the lagging edge 
contributes the positive pips. It is pre- 
ferred to have horizontal -tncllroniza- 
tion coincident with the leading edge 
of the horizontal -cue pule,. There - 
fure, a horizontal -tnc atti ilitier will he 
required after lc I to prat iáe positive 
pips for synclnotiiring the horizontal 
-weep generator. The pips produced 
at the half -horizontal line frequency. 
because of the presence of equalizing 
(luye, are nut effective. since the hori- 
zontal -beep generator is not suscep- 
tible to -vnchronization in the nliddh 
of its normal cycle. 

Vertical .Synr Amplifier 

The negutite -going mixed sync at the 
output of the pule separator (b) is 
coupled lu the grid of I ,. The voltage 
waveform at l ht and l e t in identical. 
The vertical -yac amplifier performs 
the following functions: I I Serves to 
i -olate the terticul integration circuit 
from the horizontal differentiation cir- 
cuit: I2) converts the negative -going 
mixed sync tu the positive -going pulses 
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Perspective Distortion 
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Figure I 

Curves showing limiting values of curera vertical field anale versus C L ratio for several values 
of distortion. (See text for tentative values of C/L for different types of scenes.) 

., LI:EP per- peeli\e distortion ,\nanan 
preassigned limit -. a relationship nul I 

1u maintained htt% t, tl ili,camera \1rti- 
cal field angle turd the gainera- di-tance 
ratio. This relationship i- illm -urate t 

ill Figure I: it appears from these 
cure- 111x1 for a ma.iinum dilnrlinn ut 
211 per cent. a \ertieal field angle ut 12 

Io I should be used toe 

` 

ce ne- of 
large mot all angle a- great a- 
25 used ollé for \itw- of small depth. 

The signilieanee ut the eamera dis - 
tance ratio (: /. may 1w illustrated b 

r- inning ttmtati\r valor, of this guaI- 
tily to typical telrci -ion ,wear,. Ful 
outdoor -Celle- in which hut h di -tant 
'told 111aí' objects alllllar. such a- a iew 
looking along a road or a general \it\\ 
..t a baseball park. the length I. i- lance 
compared to the di -lance C from the 
camera to the nearest object in \iew. 
and the ratio (: /. i- muro less than 
one. For a close \iew of a person. 
bo\\ev'r. in which no significant object - 
appear either in front of or beyond tit. 
l eron the length /. is only the depth of 

Figure 2 

Curves showing limiting values of camera vertical field angle versus object height ratio required 
to keep perspective distortion within the plus and minus values indicated. The curves apply 

when the image lust fills the screen in the vertical direction. 

I 8 

the person along the cannera axis. and 

the value of C L may var}' from about 
four for a head view tu ahuut 15 for a 

full length view. Tentative salues of 

the vantera distance ratio fur various 
-celles. using a vertical field angle of 

25 °, might thin be listed as follows: 

General outdoor scene- (1 -1 

Large oldeet- _nett as buildings...1.2 -2 

Indoor -celi,- 1i 

e'er -uns. furniture. rlc.....; or greater 

l' -e of these salue - with the curve- 
slum!' last month and in Figure 1 of 
this installment situ\\- that the greatest 
distortion ortuls for outdoor -c.-114-, and 
ton \¡u tuf large objects. 1.1-- distor- 
tion i- generally pre sent with indoor 
-rené -. and the distortion in view- of 

I,I'r-ons and objects of -mall depth is 

usually not more than 2)) per cent.i 
It i- frequently desired that the ima_ 

of an object nearl - lilt the teleisiuu 
screen in at least one direction. This 
may be considered a special case with 
reference to equation 1 /II. -inee the 
camera serliral field angle becomes a 

function of the camera ,I -tans.. For 
-twit ca -e- equation I / I etas I. writ- 
ten. for gives \a!ues of . and I1, iu gi\: 
the vantera vertical field a: r:1' a, a 

function only of the "Hem dimen- 
sion-. rather than a- a function of 
C and /.. If the i: ulg ut the 
near part of III, object ilia till- iii 
-crown in the \erli,al ulu tetiou. C - h H 

where h i- the height of the near pari 
of the object. Substituting t11i- %aloe 

for C in equation 1 -/I and -ulviug for H. 

I t, h I. 
trt 

I-I1 
The frattion /r /. t,rm.d tl obiosl 

+(zurces of If rc; .rn (. I. Item equation 
t11 bare Leen plotted in Figure 1 fur 
.aITral values of distortion: 

I I 

u= 11 

p 1 /111 +C /l,1 

viewing ratio of six has been assumed 
since this value is represenlclire of lower 
viewing ratios used tor Min er,iell tele- 
vision pictures. and is /Ipirr., l imatell the 
viewing ratio at which the eve just tails to 
resolve the picture ,hectare of present 
325 -line pictures. It is apparu vl chat with 
the greater viewing ratios generoll) re- 
attired for a 4Ç5 -narre picture. either grenier 
distortion is present, or for the same limit- 
ing values nÌ distortion smaller ramera 
field angles must be used. For pictures 01 
higher definition, u!'tained tor example 
with an 819 -line picture. the eppesite is tree. 
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in TV PICTURES 
by EDWARD C. LLOYD, 1leimeipal Ilarinr Engineer. I{ure:n( of Ship.. \:IV. Department' 

Part 11 ... Selecting Camera Field Angles Independently of 
Camera Distance to Minimize Distortion ... Perspective 
Discontinuity in Composite Scenes ... Criteria for Picture 
Definition. 

height ratio. Figure _. ploncd from 
equation 151. shows limiting %:dues for 
N required to keep the di.lorlinn be- 

tween given plus and minus :dues. For 
many rases it may be po. -ilde lo select 
N for zero distortion. which Irvin equa- 
tion 1.51 is simply N = I ...-...1.011.1....11011111. 

ing to a camera distance (: = s h. Sim- 
ilar evpressions may be obtained for 
a -e' %%Ilene the utiject fills the suce : - -1 

in th. dun- ivattal direction. or where a; 

glom Iranien of the -cucu height uI 
width is filled. Equation 1.i) may be 

applied generally to all seems if h i- 
taken a- the height to be covered by the 
caetera at the plane of the near por- 
tion of the nbjr:I or object space. 'fhi. 
use of equation 151 permits the choice 
of the ramera field angle indepndenll 
of the camera di- tance. 

Figure 3 shows tallies oI distortion a- 
a function of N. obtained front equation 
15 1. for several object height ratio -. 
These con.s illustrate that N and the 
corresponding r:nurra Iist :uu e ileeI11111 

more critical at near zero distortion a.. 

the object depth. I. iurnrases. 

Little inlortnalion ,rents to br :rait- 
able that would permit a determination 
of acceptable value_ of distort ¡un. For 
grue. intnI%ing lose -ups of per sons. it 
is intele.ting tu note that for photo, 
graphic portrait work the arceptabl. 
peryuelite di- tort ¡un. a. computed 
from minimum camera lis tance, and 
lens heal lengths recommended by onto 

v%rit.r. i- within the range of ±5 p.r 
rent. Ilardy and Perrin' have stated 
that the improvement obtained by en- 
larging a photograph made with a small 
ramera is very largely dur to the im- 
provement in perspective. The prefer - 

ence of most persons for enlarged pho- 
tographs may iw indicative of a prefer- 
ence for low perspective distortion. 

'l'be quantital ¡\r definition of perspec- 
tive distortion tnao be u- fully applied 
to studio -cones in which the back- 
ground is pro%oled by a sert en net 

which still or motion pictures are pro- 
jected. In such rases it is usually de- 
sired that the background scene appear 

Tele\`ision Engineering, Februar.. 1951 

to be a continuation of the studio scene. 

'l'he background will not appear to be 

a realistic part of the studio -retie. how- 
ever. unless the perspective distortion 
of the background scene and that of the 
studio scene arc in proper relationship 
to each other. \\ hen the proper rela- 
tionship IS not provided, a discontinuity 
..f perspective. and a corresponding di-- 
rnllllnlily of the scene. appears to the 
\ imoei to occur at the plane of the hack - 
ground picture. \ familiar e\anlple nr 

his I% pc of .li- conlinuil occur- in 
out-wing objects through the surface of 
dill water: objects partly below and 
partly above the surface appear to broil 
at the surface. and a series of equally: 
spaced objects. such as the rungs of a 

ladder, appear to be spared more 
closely below the surface than above it. 

The psrspectkm distortion of the 
background seeur alone may be derived 
in a manner similar to Mal used for 
equation 121. and is found Io be 

t 1 I' . I 1 1 I', .10 t 
/l, = 

1 

where the sub -eriIll If rlir, to the 
background -one. I,, i- thus the di.- 
lanc(' from the !elm i -inn camera to the 
background picture. and Cu. is the cam- 
era di -tance used in making the back- 

.111111 pirtne. 
II the background -ee -n. i- to appear 

to be a conlinualioii ..I the -Indio scene 
the depth of the -ludic scene will. in 
general. extend truni the near plane .1f 

the studio scene to the plane of the 
background picture. Thu.. 

I.. and Irunl equation 121 the distor- 
tion ut the studio scene alone is 

/l- 1: 1 

In order that no discontinuity appear 
at the plane of the background picture. 
lines common tu both the studio scene 
and the background scene must appear 
to pass through the plane of the picture 

'This paper is not related to the author'. 
xork I, .r the Navy Ilepartn.rnt. 

without a change in direction. 'Thus. 

any line passing through two scenes 

whirls extend an elemtrtal depth. dl.. 
un each side of the picture plane mu -t, 
at the distance d /.. appear to depart by 
the saner di- tance, dr. from the posi- 
tions il would hake with no perspective 
distortion present. Shove the proper 
¡mage height. y. for the line is the sasse 

for butti the adjacent scene, of elemen- 
tal depth. and do is proportional to 
dr. the perspective di- lontion do r 
must lot- the sanie for booth -erne.. Front 
equations 01 and 171 titis distortion is 

I -1 /'".111 /',..I,.t 
tilt..= - I I. 

and 
1 - 

tilt = -- ---- - d 1. 

I.. 

Equaling these Iwo mure- -ion- and 
simplifying gives the result I. 
%yltirh means. of roui'.-.. that the te -l'- 
. i -¡un camera not -t be located at the 
proper 'im%'ing di- vane. fur th bark- 
111'01111d picture if no di- continuity i- tu 
result. II the tele%i-ion camera is nut 
so located a perspeeti% - discontinuity 
will result. and vlan br (Whiled n111111-ri- 

rally by the e'\Prr -sign 

314. .il 

dl. dl 

from %%Melt 

/.= I- /',..I.. 

It may be noted Iron' this e\pr. -s ¡ou 

that positive value- of di- continuity 
occur when the tele.iston camera i- 
farther from tin plane of the back- 
ground picture than its proper viewing 
distance. and that negative disrontinu- 
t\ ucurs when the '<le\ i.ion camera is 

closer than this 1Ji- tame. Positive d¡.. 
continuity makes converging lines ap- 
pear to converge more rapidly in the 
background scene than in the studio 

Manly lardy :end Perrin. The l'ru..iplr.c of (Ipri... 
pi, 443.4e,9. \lee ;r:wy Hill Book Co.; 1932. 

e:., l'nrtraih.r. with a Alitnaho, 
<-uu.rru. l',q.ul:u l'hototirtphy; Feb., 1949. 
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Figure 3 

Curves of perspective distortion as a function of camera ver- 
tical field angle for objects having different height to depth 
ratios. The field angle becomes more critical for objects or 

scenes of large relative depth. 

scene. and negative discontinuity lias 
the opposite effect. 

It is interesting to compute. from 
equation f8f. the numerical value of 
discontinuity that occur- in viewing a 
scene extending through a water sur- 
face. For this case. equation 181 be- 
comes 

E = 1 - ra, /m 

where nI, and r1 are the indices of re- 
fraction of the water and air respec- 
tively. This expression is exact only 
for small angles of view about a normal 
to the water surface. but applies with 
reasonable accuracy over angles of view 
that would be used. If the value'- of 
nb and n are taken as 1.33 and 1.0 re- 
spectively. the value of E is -0.33. 

No data are available eoneeruing 
values of E that can be tolerated for 
television scents: however. if the famil- 
iar effect obtained in viewing object- 
extending through a wader surface is 
judged to be unsatisfactory. the accept- 
able values E must lie between -0.33 
and +0.25. The two values correspond 
to negative and positive discontinuities 
having the sanie effect. 

Reference has been made to lines 
that are common to both the studio 
scene and the background scene. It is 
not necessary, however, that there actu- 
ally be lines in one scene that extend 
continuously into the other in order for 
a discontinuity to appear; rather, any 
succession of objects, some of which 
are in one scene and some in the other, 
may appear to be separated by a dis- 

Assuming that the relationship between 
horizontal and vertical definition is fixed. 
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Figure 4 

Curves showing maximum permissible viewing ratio as a 
function of permissible perspective distortion. and the cor- 
responding number of picture scanning lines required for satis- 
factory picture definition at the maximum viewing ratio. The 
curves for N are based on the assumption that two adjacent 
lines may subtend a maximum angle of 1.7 minutes of arc 
of the eye of the viewer. The dashed lines show the conditions 

existing for a 525 -line picture. 

continuity that is inferred by the viewer 
front the relative direction of lines in 
the two scenes. 

Criteria far Picture Defi 

For established values of maximum 
perspective distortion and desired cam- 
era field angle. the corresponding maxi- 
mum permissible viewing ratio may be 
computed from equations 131 or Iil. 
dependent only upon the physical pro- 
portions of objects or scenes that are tee 

be televised. The maximum viewing 
ratio. so determined. requires a picture 
definition such that the picture struc- 
ture appears to have satisfactory con- 
tinuity. and this in turn permits deter- 
mination of the minimum number of 
scanning lines ** and channel band - 
width. 

From equation 151 the- maximum 
viewing ratio is 

1 

e(1- D) -Dh /L 
where D is the greatest distortion per- 
mitted and 0 is the desired camera ver- 
tical -field angle. Here. h is the height 
to be covered by the camera at the 
plane of the nearest portion of the ob- 
ject or object space. In general. the 
permissible (positive) di- t rtion varies 
for different scenes; that is. D is a func- 
tion of h L in equation 01. 1. Lacking 
experimental data by which this func- 
tion could be determined. it is assumed 
that the denominator of (9) is a maxi. 
mum when h Z = O. It is probable 
that permissible' values of distortion in- 
crease with scenes of increasing depth. 
but within limits of such additional dis- 

1't l 

billion the assumption made is not af- 
fected. For commercial television pic- 
tures, scenes involving practically- all 
values of h L are televised. and the 
determining value of then corre- 
sponds to h 1. = O: 

1 

Ps.- Ilttl 
e ( 

With the maximum viewing ratio de- 
termined from equations 191 or 110), 
the required number of scanning lines 
is \ = 1 k z where x is the maxi- 
mum permissible angle. in radians. at 
the eye of the viewer subtended Ie two 
adjacent scanning lines. The factor k 
has a value of 0.92 to 0.95. correst d- 

ing lee the percentage of the total num- 
ber of lines that form the picture. 

The angle x is a measure of the ap- 
parent eontinuity of picture structure. 
and a determination of its optimum 
value for television pictures has been 
the subject of a nunslier mf investiga- 
tions. It has been shown that. for the 
eye nut to resolve adjacent picture ele- 
ments, x must fleet exceed about one 
minute of arc.' This agrees with the 
accepted value eef the limiting resolu- 
tion of the eye for twee adjacent points~. 
For television pictures. however. it has 
been held that this condition need not 
be met under all viewing conditions. 
For example. Schade' found that at a 

.Engstrom, E. \C.. .4 .Stade of Telerisioa 
/maim Characteristics, Fart I, l'ruc. IRE; Dee., 
1933. 

'Schade, O. H., Ele.tro- Optical Characteristics 
of Television Systems. Part I, RCA Rev.; Vilar., 
1948. 

:Ref. /; p. 191'. 
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viewing ratio of four. apparent picture 
definition impred with pictures of up 

to 800 line -. corresponding to x = 1.1'. 

but concluded that a 500 -line picture. 

corresponding to x = 1.7'. is accept- 

able. Engstrom" found that a value of 

approximately 1.5' corresponded to an 

"ideal viewing distance.- with a screen 

illumination of five to six fout- candles- 

but found that at 20 foot -candle, illu- 
mination the viewing distance necessary 

for the -ame apparent pleutre continu- 

ity increased 30 to 10 per cent. corre- 

sponding to a value of x = 1.1'. A 

viewing ratio of six. assumed earlier 
for a 525-line picture 1190 active line, l. 
correspond, to a value of x of 1.2 min- 

ute- of arc. 
l:oldnlark``' has indicated that a 

value of x of about L. minute- of are 

i- acceptable. and gives the following 
expression for the 'optimum viewing 
dis tance"' a, a function of the total num- 

ber it line- . 'I. where x i- expressed in 

mint es: 

108110 1 

1.4? rr n 

III 

\!though use of value- of x of le --- 

than 1.7 minutes may be desirable. thi- 
'alue i- a- -unlyd for the purpose of de- 

termining the minimum number of 

scanning line -. Substituting the call,. 
1.7 for x in equation (111 and com- 

bining with equation 19 I gives. a- the 
number of -canning line- required. 

= 38.40(1 -D) - 21)01) ít /1. 

where f) is expressed in degrees. From 
this expression it oar he -ern that a 

9611 -line pictiiie i- required for zero 

perspective distortion ttith a 25' cam- 
era -field angle. regardless of the object 
dimensions. 

For commercial tolet i -ion. where 
the limiting ea -t probably occurs for 
scenes in which h I. assume- value- 
close to zero. equation I t21 becomes. 

=3ä.4 rit1-1)) (13) 

Figer. I show- curves obtained from 
equations t /d and 1 131 superimposed. 
and indicates at our the values of :\ 

and p. for given values t ,distortion and 
camera vertical field angle.The dashed 
lines indicate that at a ili -torrun of 46 

per cent. a 25° camera lens Inv be 

used with a 525 -line picture view(.1 at 
4.2 screen heights. Ti obtain a pictre 
of not more than 25 per cent distort io 

at this angle. however. requires a vire 
ing ratio of three and a 720 -line pit 
cure: menu di- tortltln requires a yiewin 

I Conlnnnvl un page 221 

rTiutdntark. I'. C.. It, Ora: 
in T,!.visiml. Eke. Eng n,1 . .. \I., h. 194' 

"Phillip.. The Jh,t, C,dr 7'1 

as l'1,ttf,! at the Current I l I71,Irla,ls 
TEE r\'ISIUN F:xGISls:xlwl; Apnl. 1)50. 
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SWEEP CALIBRATOR 

MODEL GL -22A 

A versatile source of timing markers 
for accurate measurement of sweep 
intervals with oscilloscopes and syn- 
chroscopes. 

Positive or negative markers of 
0.1, 1.0, 10. 100 micro- seconds 
variable to 50 volts. 

Variable width and amplitude 
gate for blanking or timing. 

Markors from external trigger or 
internal generator. May be syn- 
chronised with triggers up to 100 

KC, repetition rate. 
Voltage regulation to timing 
circuits. 

Write for free bulletin. 

INSTRUMENTS 
Engineered for 

Engineers 

POWER SUPPLY 

MODEL TVN -7 

The basic unit of a microwave signal 
generator. Square -wave modulator for 

low -powered velocity -modulated tubes. 

Cathode voltage continuously var- 
iable 28 -480 volts. 
Provision for 180 -300 volt range. 

Reflector voltage range 15 -50 volts. 

Provision for grid pulse modula- 
tion to 60 volts, reflector pulse 
modulation to 100 volts. 

Square -wave modulation variable 
from 600 to 2500 cycles. 
Provision for external modulation. 

Write for free bulletin. 

LABORATORY AMPLIFIER FM MODULATION MONITOR 

MODEL TAA -16 

High gain audio amplifier feeding a -c 
volt -meter for measurement of standing 
wave ratios with slotted lines. 

500 -5000 cycles with broadband 
selective control on front panel. 
Sensitivity: Broadband 15- micro- 
volts: selective 10 microvolts. 

Meter scales 0 -10 and standing - 
wave voltage ratio. 
Panel switch for bolometer voltage 
application. 
Master gain control switch for 
attenuation factors of L 10, and 
100. 

Stable electronic power supply. 
Write for free bulletin. 

In Canada, address 
Measurement Engineering Ltd. 

Arnprior, Ontario 

MODEL MD -25 

For monitoring modulation of fixed or 
mobile FM transmitters in bands from 
30 -162 mc. to comply with FCC limita- 
tions of carrier frequency swing and 
reduce adjacent- channel interference. 

Coverage 30 -40. 4050. 72 -76, 152- 

162 mc. 

Flasher indicates peak modulation 
(peak carrier deviation). 
Meter indicates peak swings of 
modulation to I kc. 

Sensitivity: signal measurements 
with approximately 1 millivolt at 
antenna input. 

Write for free bulletin. 

B R O W N I N G 
Laboratories, Inc. Winchester, Mass. 

ENGINEERED FOR ENGINEERS 
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Perspective Distortion 
(Continued from page 21) 

ratio of 2.3 and a 960 -line picture. The 
curves apply to scenes of large 
depth. * ** For television systems in 
which scenes of large depth are not 
involved. similar curves may be plotted 
from equations 191 and I 121. 

In Figure 4. if values of U selecte,l 
are less than 12 per cent the viewing 
ratios required lie between 2.3 and 4.1) 

for a 25' field angle. It has been 
argued that the viewing distance should 
be at least great enough so that the 
viewer will not be required to move the 
head Itt view any part of the screen. 
The angle subtended at the eve by the 
screen diagonal. corresponding tut this 
limitation. lta.. been stated to be about 
25 °. and it seems to be primaril on 
this premise. together with the fart that 
the average viewing ratio in motion pic- 
ture theaters is in the neighborhood of 
four. that a minimum viewing ratio of 
four has been prupused fur television 
pictures. If. ii twever. it is desired to 
view a television image in such a way 
as to produce an illusion of viewing the 
scene itself. the viewer must evidently 
train his view through nearly the same 
vertical and horizontal angles as those 
covered by the camera hens. just as if 
he viewed the actual scene from the 
camera position. In el nnection with 
practice in nitilitrn picture theaters. it 
is tit he noted that viewing ratius be- 
tween one and four are used. and that 
the objection to use of seats closest to 
the screen may be due. in part. to the 
fact that viewers in these seats must 
look upward at the .screen -a condition 
that usually does nut occur in viewing 
television. 

In the determination of the ntessar 
number of lines for a telrt i-1 ui system. 
the criteria of perspective distortion is 

of course. only one of a cousideeule 
number of factors that may he con- 
sidered. Usually opposed to I.e de- 
sirability of higher picture téfinitiou 
are the many factors rel"'.ru to channel 
bandwidth. simplici: of equipment. 
etc.. that all diere low picture defini- 
tion. The detrability of reducing per- 
spective dtturtion is a factor favoring 
higher,.teture definition. Further in- 
vestiutiun is required. however. to de- 
lernne acceptable values of perspec- 
tiv distortion for various types of tele- 
v.ion scenes. 

Errata 

Equation III. which appeared in 
P..rt I of this discussion. should have 
rad: I) = 1 

In the seventh line below equation 
i I D' should have been /,'. 

"l'art 1, Picnrt 3, TELEVISION ENGINEER- 
v.: ):uuutry, 1951. 
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Pulse Techniques 

Continued from pare I(i 

tor. If the value of R is made high 

enough. the tube cannot maintain it- 

are after the capacitor is discharged 

and it will extinguish. The cycle then 

repeats itself. The .uppl voltage E 

should lie approximately tics times the 

firing potential al the plate of I , for 

linear output. The firing potential at 

thi plate of f , is set by the value of 

grid bias selectd. 

(lu rpnI It.a reform 

The output ss;nefurm at Ib1 consi.!- 

of the sweep or go -time t l -21 and Ilia 

-weep return or flyback time 

The period front l -4 corresponds to th,. 

Ires- running -weep output. IlowtLel. 
when a positILe sync pulse is applied to 

the grid ¡test prior tu the end of the 

free -running period. 1 will fire ahead 

of the time and at the regular intenal- 
set by the sync pulse period. Th, 
sweep go-time is determined prima ri 

by the re time constant and to a lesser 

extent by the values of the firing poten- 

tial of 1 , and the supply voltage. E. 

'I-hr flyback lime is determined by the 

resistance of f in the fired condition 

for a given value of C. and it is short 

e gh at hurizUlltal and vertical swe,p 

frequencies. presenting no problem. 

,SawtooNt I-oltaKe are )orrn 
Generator 

The sawtnotIi soltage waveform grit -, 
erator is -ati-factory for electrostatic! 
sweeps. 'I-hi- -:ont circuit may be mod - 
jfied quite -imply to render it useful for 
magnetic sweep' with the insertion of 

an appropriate resistance at the points 
marked .i v in Figure 5. 'l'he linear 
.awtnotlt- collage charging and di.eharg- 
ing cycle of the capacitor (. is acetone 

fished by a constant current flow. as 

shown previously. The constant cur- 
rent flow produces a rectangular volt- 
age waveform across the resistance in- 
serted at x -x. 'I-he modified output at 

I h t is obtained by direct addition of 
the resistor and capacitor voltage wave- 

forms. '[ hi- electromagnetic sweep 

voltage wayeforut provides the rectangu- 

lar voltage ways for the production of 

a sawtooth curnIll in the sweep coil. 
and the sawtootli- voltage wane to com- 

pensate for %oltagt drop across the coil 
resistance produced by tie rising cur- 

rent. 

drozzazaic 4.1.1 

A 
S T A B L E V E R S A T I L E 

Model 640 

OUTSTANDING RANGE 

Wide Bond Amplifier: Frequency response DC, 

0 to 4.5 mc, (down 3 db.). 

Vertical DC and AC Amplifier: 10 MV per inch 
with sensitivity switch in high position. 25 MV 
per inch in low position. 

Frequency Response: 0 to 1,000.000 cycles, 
17 db point), in high position. 0 to 4,500.000 
cycles, 13 db point), in low. 

Maximum Input Potential. 1000 volts peak 
Input Impedance; 2 megohms, 50 mmf. 

Horizontal Amplifier: Deflection Factor -Di 
rect. 20 volts RMS per inch. 

Full Gain Setting; 50 millivolts RMS per inch. 
Frequency Response; 0 to 200.000 cycles, 
(3 db down). 

Test Signals: Line Frequency, 3 volts RMS per 
inch. 

Sowtooth available from front panel. Direct 
connection to both horizontal and vertical de- 
flection plates. 

For Industrial and 

Electronic 

Xa44*/1-ar454(41--. 
The new HICKOK Model 640 Oscillograph with 
its exceptional design features and character- 
istics provides an outstanding versatile instru- 
ment for the engineer in observing regular 
recurring or transient phenomena. 

Linear Time Base: Recurrent and Driven Sweep; 
2 cycles to 30,000 cycles. 

Provision for external capacities for slower 
frequency sweeps of 10 seconds and slower 
Sweep Speeds; Faster thon 0.75 inch per 
microsecond. 
Television Fixed Frequencies; 30 and 7,875 
for observing blanking and sync waveforms 
in the horizontal and vertical circuits of TV 

receivers. 

Synchronization at line or 2 -times line fre- 
quency 

Z" Axis Modulation: Capacitively coupled to 
the grid of the cathode ray tube 15 volts will 
blank trace fully at normal intensity. 

Shielded, Shock Mounted, Built -in Calibrat- 
ing Voltages, Excellent Stability and Ex- 
pandable Sweep (6 times expansion) are sev- 

eral additional features of this highest quality 
instrument. Write for further information today. 
Price $355. Subject to change without notice. 

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
10528 DUPONT AVENUE CLEVELAND 8, OHIO 

T N E S T A N D A R D or Q U A L I T Y F O R O V E R 0 Y E R S 

TeIeV ision Engineering, February, 1951 

TV Maintenance 
ILunli'we'd Irons parc 13) 

lens: clean inside at monthly intervals. 
tit Check film camera linearity. 1 -se 

grating generator and bar slide if nec- 

essary. 
(fit Check linearity of film camera 

monitor. 
( I Recheck film projector align- 

ment. )lake certain that the film pic- 

ture is square with the raster. that title 
letter- do not shone uphill or downhill 
in picture. 

181 Recheck Ifaloptiron and slide 
projector alignment. 

1 /on/lilt: 
I / I Cheek camera cable 1atllltl'tiuns 

for tislnnc.., 

Ill t:herk and tj_11tea ,,,::\ 1111í11g. 

on jllnr'lion bu\-. 
131 Check coax connection- on cun- 

trol console. 

I4l Check and tighten coax fittings 
on relay_ and distribution amplifier 
panels. 

1 5 1 Clean control console chassis. 

Inspect for overheated component- or 

Ater evidence of possible t noble. 

Note: l'se compressed air for cleaning. 
making sure that excessive force is not 

applied in ordre tu prevent damage to 

wiring or component.. 

I(it (.lean filed camera chassis. I. se 

compressed air. 

ITo Be Continued 
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Part II ... Application of 
Charts. Typical Examples. 
Appendices With Charac- 
teristic I m pedances of 
Sleeves. 

7.0 11.1.1 STKATF. 711E I ,l. of the charts 
or plug. developed (II permit prediction 
of resonant coax -line tuning behavior. 
-evral example, hase been evolved. 
-ince the charts Nero derived on the 
ba,is of assumption.. cited in the initial 
in.siallment *. thl cannot be expected 
to predict results closer titan about 10 
per cent. e\e11 Kheu a correction is 
made for discontinuity capacitance. The 
charts are helptul. ho\sever. in predict - 
ing. for specific ca -e". the approximate 
nn vinllnn tolling raii4c I,hlainable. the 
line:u'ily of tuning fur \aliou ralIlr of 
r ì.,.. and the effects of chante- in the 
resonant TF. II mode. Linear interpo- 
lation for Salue, of d ).,. and L,. L, pro- 
tides result- haying %utficient accuracy 
for most engiuerinu purple -e.. 

Emme ple I 

Let us suppose that the size and loca- 
tion of the .leers of a 3,. 4 mode coax 
resonator. are to be determined, the 
reslln:uor having a characteristic im- 
pedance /.,, = 50 ohm- lvhich resonates 
a lumped capacitance. /:.. - 1.9 fd. 

1 his rest nanl circuit i- to be tuned 
from 21 to 21.1 cm. n.illl 1.5 cm total 
linear motion of a metallic sleeve inside 
the cavity. 

Choosing (i ì.,. = 0.08, Figure 2 

shows that the best linearity of tuning 
c:u1 he obtained at wavelengths longer 
than ì,.. and therefore we select ì.,, to be 
21.1 en.. The normalized linear motion 
of the sleeve may be called A .t ì.,, and 
is equal to 1.5;21.4 or about 0.07. The 
curve for 7.,7.., = 1/5 in Figure 2 

shows that ì.,'ì.,, = 1.00 at .t,- ì.,, = 0.383. 
Subtracting 0.07 and going to x%(.,, _ 
0.313 on the curve. we find that ì.(ì.,. 
has changed to 1.15 which exceeds the 

.Tt1.e.\l%11,s P:s,:lst:r:arnv:, \I,vrmtwr. 1950. 

(A) 
Figure 1 

Plot for the 3.\/4 mode and d \.. .05. 

(B) 
Figure 2 

Plot for the S\ 4 mode and d.'\ .08. 

(C) 
Figure 3 

Plot for the 5\ 4 mode and d X., -- .02. 

(D) 
Figure 4 

Plot for the 5\ 4 mode and X. .05. 

TeleVision Engineering, February, 1951 
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Tuning Charts for 
Resonant Coax Lines 

byJ. GREGG S T E P H E N S O N, Keeeiter Sr.( Airborne Instruments Lnboratorv 

desired limit of 1250 me. where ì. ).,. 

= 1.122. It is. therefore. necessary to 

interpolate between values obtained 

frown the curves for Z, Z = 15 and 

Z., Z., = 1 3. 

The results appear in Table I. The 
value of Z, = 13.2 ohnt. 

I ' 'ides the 

required doling range. The appro- 

priate dimes- ion. 11f the tuning .leete 
can be calculated from this value of Z, 

and Ille appropriate equation) in Figure 
1 *. Figure 2 rak that frequency will 
increase unit the dimension .r if .r,')., 

lies in the region between 0.30 and 

0.40: in the region near x ì.., _ 0.06. 

the frequency would decrease with in- 

creasing value of .v. 'l'hus. the size 

and possible positions 11f the sleeve ha \, 
111.1.11 fnllllll. 

Exam plr 11 

Let us sou suppose it i de-ii d to 

lied the maximum tuning range near 

9(1(1 ulc 133.3 cm) on varhnis modes for 

a coaxial line of Z,. 77 ohms. using 

a movable metallic sl1tl of length 

dì...= 0.08 and Z, Z,= 13. \t 900 

me. ) = 33.3 ern and d 111.08) 

133.31 = 2.66 cm. The correction fac- 

tor for discontinuity capacitance Ce 

should be used in this example. because 

we are interested in maximum. rather 
than incremental tuning ranges. Cal- 

vitiating Cd. the answer is 0.9 nuufd for 

a sharp -edged tuning sleeve having a 

Z, Z ratio of 1 3. following methods 

described by \\ hinnery and Jamieson'''. 
Iising the data in Figures 4*. 2 and 3 

for the ). I. 3). f and 5i. 4 modes. 

and the correction factors from Figure 

6*. the results of Table II are obtained. 

From Table 11 it is apparent that the 

total tuning range decreases with the 

order of the TEE ¡lode for a given dis- 

continuity iii the coaxial line. 

Example 111 

Our third example involves the de- 

termination of the motion of the sleeve 

(Continued on page 291 

Figure 5 

Pict for the 5\ 4 mode and d \.. .08. 

d 

elll \/\ \ d Z, 

,an e tti ohnts 

21.1 1.00 0.383 0.08 0.20 1.7 10 

1.15 0.313 ... 
21:1 1.00 0.375 . . . 11.33 . . . 18.3 

1.095 0.305 . . . . . . 

21.1, 1.00 0.3811 ... 0.265" 8.15 13.2 

1.122 0.310' ... ... 6.6.5 ... ... 

Telr\'i -ion Engineering. Februar.. 1951 

'\:,Iu.. ttaincd L. lin,:,r 

Table I. Results of interpolation for example 1: \.. 21.4 cm and / . SO ohms 

Final Corrected 
\ - - \ allies-, 

From\ I\orreeled Front I:,,n'eele,l max min 

\Iode I:ur ,- for (.,, fun.- for r ., m me 

\ I 1.35 1.10 11.811 11,8113 1117 613 

3 \ I 1.188 1.23 11.92 0.126 ')71 732 

\ I 1.1119 1.15 1196 11,967 919 783 

Table 'I. Results from charts for example II: 
il 

- - 0.08 and 
Xe /.. 

141 

\ 1i 

/ \ X.. enl 

11,3:3:1 1.00 11.5511 11,11:311 

1,021 11.3811 

(1.667 1.00 11..3711 0.110 

1.021 0.6811 

11..567 1.011 0.563 0.1187 5.63 

1.1121 0.6511 6.50 

Table III. Results from charts for example Ill: rf \.. 0.08 

I.2o 

, ie 
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Al z, t 
3 

li, 
1 

'",l I/ 
AMMO .,,r I 41\ 

4; FAIii 
f. 

° 
De 

; 

itoe MAI\ 
II/Nt\\\/%2 'r. 

l M,,`..,,. \\1 ,' 1/ \\ \ 1`i 
Mr 

/ 
1 

¢ ose 
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0'940 
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9h,otPunento Pn'ductñ'n 77) Pai't6 
Portable Islaslllam- Nil - Inunelrr 

:\ \ rn.T -I hi xi -\Ili \si%tl.rl.11 pros iding a, - 

dr ultage front O to 5000, 1100 
.dun./\uh. i- n.. a\ailal,le. \I -o pro %ities 
de I.. III aime. and re- i -t:ua e range of 
0- :3001 -300.000 ohm -, and 3 ulegolun -. 
Feailin'- direct conteelion,. no cabling. 
Ina- a preralihraled rectifier. 

"Irae handle permit- hanging this te -ter 
during usuel uItere Loth hand. .honld lie 
free. 1/0t/e/ 666 -R/.: The Triplett fie, - 

l;ical Instrument Lo,, lita/Bon 2. Ohio. 

Triplett volt- ohm -mil- ammeter. 

llicnttoll .1iKnnl Ernrrntor 
\lur.11%ul.l u. l;r.\1.1t\rua Ihat i- 

-aiti Io lare an arruratel cuntrullyd "nl- 
pm t" .2 mis' ha- bloom desrluped. Ila, 
double range uf 125 Le lo IIII me and 
1511 l0 220 me, all on fundamental-. Cry.- 
tal aeeurae i- anailaLle Io I025'7 fur 
mobile band- uf 411-50 and 132 tu 162 nlr. 

Proside, canuolled nu.dulate.l and un- 
nu,dnlated unspul from .2 to 11III,00 mirru- 
\oh. through a III lo I ca-1 aluminium 
altrnuatur. \I:% al.o I.e extenlall nlodu- 
laird front I.i Do 101111Ní rp.. 

1F' ont put i- 11.2 %oll- ai 11111 (lek,. 
Contain- a dL mimer m, indicate refirenu, 
lest-1. 1/ode/ 292 \ : llirkoch Electrical 
Instrument Lu., 111:521 /lapon, Avenue. 
(:lerelnnd 8. Ohio. 

.-lurlio Oscillator 

A.\ At mo O.CILI.ATUn fealuring an elec- 
trunicallyregulatrd nouer supph' ha- Leen 
produced. l'.r- capacitors uhich are her- 
metically -ealed in MI or mica.- Ilorlel 
TF.2fN)h; /7-Tronh;c, lnc., 2647 S. //om- 
ard 5,., Philadelphia :33. Penna. 

El- Tronics audio oscillator. 

26 

Nuólvl Insulted Ter, tinal Lugs 
\IumuLt 1\.11.511.11 \II\I \Tltn: TF:It \II \ \I. 
n_ -rand -.dG and fera -through- are 

hein_ manufactured. 

't aná -o8 t\ are ot(ered with either 
nodded I :l ' \11;41 melamine ur melded 
\11'S -Fl phenolie tu .1 \ P11 .perifira- 
lion. I -r of the molded conslrueliun. in- 
stead of preformed tubular pl -ti,, i- .:lid 
b. , /imitate internal air gap- ohieb art 
a- litai -tau trap.. ln addition. the method 
I. claimed It preside acore po.iti\e hold- 
ing. unit..Iaying -"lid and light under all 
normal hem and ,ibratinn ron.lit¡um. 
series 111111: I . S. Engineering !:o.. 321 
Cu,,umer, cul sl. (;lrndulr 4, 
nrailra' i . on recta f-s1. 

TI' .Flask 

\ 'l'\ 'l \ -t tllirh i. .;rid lu ILe 
replacement of the 12.11'1 and 121t1'í with 
the 12111'I \ i, non a,ailaLle, 

Popularity of the 121,11'1N a, a replace- 
ment for the 12.11)1 and 1281'1 i. Lased un 
it. clu.. .imil :ait\ lu these older t)prs, 
plut- tilt' featw e, of a Ilelter far,. ail a 
_ra tiller fare plate. 

The greater radia, of fare rursaturt of 
the 1211P1Á. sshieh i, the laige,t run -ider- 
atiun in replacing the "lier tape.. i. rutn- 
pen.ated for by the mast. \\ lin ntlacing 
the 12111'1 for the 12JPI an joli -trap inag- 
nel t u1.t he added. LaihodeRac Tube 
Division. .4 / /en /l. Du liant La'oratories. 
Inc. Direct all inquiries. tu Inini Rosen- 
berg. 

Reversible Motors 

RFA F.111111.1.: \swe( sshich can le u -ed a. 
single -phase .haled -pole induction aurae. 
a- single-plia,,. capacitor mutai.., or a- 
luo -phase muter., hm, Iron ainouneeti. 
The .Ladin_ roil circuit. of Ile -r mtdor- 
van be tir.igned for ingtedance ni. Iran-- 
former coupling In the plate circuit of 
%arion. tube.. 

Tue-plia-, muter, are mailable unit 
nouer ratina- up te 1 /.i1í hur.,'pouer for 
euntinume -dut ,erire. \ Ialar. supplied 
in four ditlerenl frame -ires Luth unit 
and uilhaut gear reduction,. Both open 
and enela.rd gear reduction- are usailaIle 
in a aide rang of gear ratio., \11 of the 
motor, art- .aid lu feature high -tailing 
turque. Rarher- Lolnan (: ,.. Small Iloiors 
Ilepartmeni, Ro,'hlonl. Ill. 

.Shock rad Vibration Isolator 

tilt- I)\ \II'F:I/ B Affin moi \r:, for ilratiot 
isolation are non a\ailalle. 

I nit morns, are 1" in diameter and 
hase an merall height of 1" under Inini- 
11111111 nord load. Load ratings range from 
.3 in 3 pound, pur moans. I \su mottling 
-Mrs are aailalle: Teo hole muuuing an 
1.11 1" center- and four hole mounting on 
1" renters. The renter Ami i, lapped tu 
a depth of II" aith an 8-32 thre:ul. 
,series 617.; and ht'I.;: l'he Barn Lorp.. 
I¡o..; Sidney s,,, Lama bridge a9 I/1/N.S. 

Resonant l'apr'r Tmlmlars 
1tt.u\551 (.si' s,11ä,:` Lau been desel- 
pt-ti lu meut iurrea -iugli rritiral il iypa -s 
funetion.. 

Ite.onant capacitor. ran art a, .crie. 
re,on:atl circuit., tpa -sing unde.iralle ü 
signal, and itgtru'e the filtering of il .\.- 
lem,. I:apaliturs can be applied ahem 
it i. nere..ary Io l,pa., the il circuit lu 
purent il Reger -ne% current, or sultage. 
Il,lueen 125 and 18.3 Let from circulating 
in the -corm. 
The iapaciter, an,' trade Ly minding sec- 

tion, in .urli manner a, le innrea -r Ille 
inductance in same. R\ properly placing 
the laL -. the section inductance can he con - 
Irallra that the capacitor %sill he re -o- 
lianl in the ii frequent hand. 

I :apacitur, are a\ailable in durer stand- 
ard ratio;;.: .05..1 and .2 nad, 8/0 urdu: 
uua seeing 12' d x 11," l -" ,I x I". and 
9 l6" d x l', re,pectisely. Pepe R(; 
-learn.% Lurp., \-e'u Rrdlanl, 1 /ass. 

Aerovox resonant capacitor. 

NI' ,Seleniuu, Rectifiers 
l' atm ime-r6iralt and enrlo.ed high %uh- 
age selenium rectifier. hase been an- 
nounced. 

Porr rectifier, are a'ailable in IO ba -ic 
yell .ire.. Iligh- sullag, selenium rectifier. 
lane been produced in tu" cri! size- ,cult 
in\er -e ssillage rating, tu 5(100 and dc 
fourrent rating, of 5 and 25 milliampere, 
in half-,ice circuit- and IO and 50 milli- 
ampere- in full -oasi' circuit,. (:entre - 
1,ualed: Re, liiier Diri+ ion, 5arhes Tarzian 

\nNh ( :''IIi5 e .Avenue. liloo,,ing- 
toa. Indiana. 

Sarkes Turñan selenium rectifiers. 

Pese\ i.' Engineering. Februar.. 1951 
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"Freedom of thought 

and independence 

of action ..." 

iiiiN.i.n W. iiiii'c1..S 
President, Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc. 

"Freedom of thought and independence of action are among the keynotes 

of America's economy. They are fundamental to our way of life. Systematic 

savings through the Payroll Savings flan help the individual maintain his own 

independence and freedom of action and make us strong as a nation." 

In more than 21,000 large companies (employing 100 

or more) and in many smaller companies, more than 

8.000.000 men and women are helping to keep America 

strong. By systematic saving in U. S. Savings Bonds they 

are doing their part to offset inflationary tendencies .. . 

they are building a reservoir of future purchasing power 

to support industry...they are providing financial inde- 

pendence for themselves and their families. 

The widespread success of the Payroll Savings Plan is 

an excellent example of our freedom of thought and inde- 

pendence of action. Far -sighted employers offered these 

8,000.000 Americans an opportunity to enroll in the Pay- 

roll Say ing. Plan. There was no pressure, no emotional 

stimulation. A Payroll Savings Plan application was placed 

before them. They "signed up " -to the benefit of them- 

selves. their companies and their country. 

Has every man and woman in your company been 

offered an opportunity to share in the benefits of the Pay- 

roll Sayings Plan? How about the newer employees? How 

about those who did not sign before but may wish to do 

so now? Delegate one of your top executives to conduct a 

person -to- person canvass of your employees to make sure 

that every man and woman gets an application blank. You 

don't have to urge them to enroll. or to increase their pres. 

ent allotment -they are anxious to build for their own in- 

dependence. 
Get in touch with your State Director, U. S. Treasury 

Department, Savings Bonds Division. He is ready to help 

you -with a package plan that reduces your work to the 

minimum. 

The U. S. Government does not pay for this advertising. The Treasury Depart- 

ment thanks, for their patriotic donation, the G. M. Basford Company and 

TELEVISION ENGINEERING 

TeleV i+ion Engineering. Februar.. 1951 
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FIELD TESTED 
Installation Information on 

TV ..FM 
-.#r,tctrlrt: 
Jlfstallatiou 

,.. 

,cavi: Wirerr 

TV 
and 

FM 

RECEIVING 
ANTENNAS 
TV ... FM Antenna Installation 

by Ira Kamen 
TV Con.ndtant 

and Lewis Winner 
Editorial Director, 

Bryan Davis Pub. Co.. Inc.; 
Editor, Service and 7elel'ision Engineering 

The only practical book on the all -im- 
portant item in TV and FM reception 

based entirely on actual expe- 
riences in the most active TV and FM 
areas in the country. 

Over 35,000 words of vital data with 
over 130 photos and drawings. 

Ten chapters covering: 
Installation Tools 
Antenna Installation Procedures 
Securing 12- Channel Coverage 
HF Antenna Installations 
TV Interference 
Fringe Reception 
Master Antenna Systems 
FM Antennas 
Installation Business Practices 
Tricks of the Trade 

The first book in which you'll find 
complete design and installation in- 
formation on every type of TV and 
FM receiving antenna. 

Contains detailed illustration and sub- 
ject index for rapid reference. 

Available direct or through 
your d 'butor 

$2.00 
Postpaid 

Send coupon below to sour distributor or direct to: 

Bryan Davis Publishing Co., Inc. 
(Book Dept.) 
52 Vanderbilt Avenue, N.Y. 17, N.Y. 
Please send me a copy of "TV -FM 
Antenna Installation," postpaid, for 
which I am enclosing $2.00. 

(Please Print) 

NAME .. 

ADDRESS 

CITY AND STATE 
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VWOA News 

The '51 Elections 

Rltt n\, of the recent election showed 
that A. .1. McGonigle was reelected 
prey.. Other elected officer. included: 
\. J. Costigmt. lint lice president: H. 

I.. Cot7lell second sire president: W. 
(:. 'imon. secretary: H. J. Is,r-n. a.- 
- i -kmt secretary: and R. II. l'hes.ev. 
III a'-w','r Named to .serve on the 
board of directors were George l). 
Clark. A. J. Cosligan. C. D. Guthrie. 
W..I. \IcGonigle. Captain Fred Muller. 
Jack R. l'oppele. W. C. Simon and 
George E. Sterling. 

Per, ttttals 

EBB AHD E. Fltt:t:\t4S. all oldtimer who 
recently became a V\VOA'er. began stir- 
ring up the ether as far back as April. 
(18. when he worked with Doe De For- 

est.s group at 12 Broadway. N. 1 C.. as 
well as si' -,'i of the \I,rehants and miner, Line until '09. : \et is ;Iv 
and ship .taboo. followed: I oiled \\ 
Ics. Telegraph. \lanh:utau Beach /)F 
and Old l abler/ \\ \. In '13 service 
began at the Tele(uuk,n \Virele -s Tele- 
graph station at Sass ille .1'/./. shifting 
,oar to TII T at Ill Broadway. N. Y. C.. 
until 'IS. From there he moved to the 

.NOR.S and sailed aboard several of their 
ships: the old Kilbourne and Clark ships. 
:\ five -year tenure. '16 to '21. followed 
with the C. S. N. at . \.11-/. Brooklyn, 
where he .erred as a commissioned offi- 
cer. In '21 he started wills Marconi 
Wireless and RCA. and since that time 
has been in broadcasting at \V.17... , 

Ye secretary was a guest at the fare- 
well dinner given lit oldtinier Gene 
Cochrance upon his retirement from 
the FCC. Around 75 of Gene's friends 
and business associates were present. 
. . . The grapevine report, that con- 
gratulations are in order to VWOA 
member \lax Ortelt upon his recent 
marriage.... Louis G. Patent not only 
preaches radio. hilt he practices it on a 
broad scale and the whole family seems 
to be lending a hand. including \Ir.. 
Patent. who a short while ago seised 
as Doc de Forest's secretary. The two 
Patent ho), are deep in radio. Louis 
G.. Jr., is will Emerson as manager of 
the industrial d,s,I ,puont department, 
while homer C. i- a Tv engineer with 
Ilazeltine Inc Graham i, with the 
FCC at the Millis. \lass., monitoring 
station. . . . T. M. Moss is now with 
Eastern Air Lines at the Municipal Air- 
port in 'i llanta. Ca.. as ground station 
radio operator.... Capt. A. Begelman. 
who i bead of the Maritime Coast 
Pilots :1s.o,'iation. ha- sent his best 
wishes to Vie \ illandre. 

WHY 
YOUR BEST BUY 

Block front Times Square ... Walking 
distance to everything worthwhile. 

HOTEL 

LINCOLN 
44th to 45th Streets at 8th Avenue 

1400 Rooms, each with 
Tub and Shower, from ... 5O 

BEST 
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Tuning Charts 
, Luntitun.,l l,(nn (rug, 2., 

ne,e- >ary and the location of the sleeve 
in a 5 ì. 4 mode resonant -coax '. -tent. 
where C, 1.0 nunfd. ì... 111 cul. 
Z,, = 30 ohm-. Z, _ 17 olum, and we 
want a total tuning rang of 70 me 
using a metallic sleeve of length d ) = 
0.08. 

Froid equation I(ll. in appendix 1. 

x'Z,, = 50 30 = 1.67 = tan 2 r. 1, 
Therefore, I ì.. = 1.167 and 1., = 11.67 
cm. Because Z, Z = 0.567. it is nec- 
essary to interpolate from the curves in 
Figure 4. 1 f f.. = 1 .. ì.. = 0.0235. 
From Figure 1. it is apparent that good 
linearity of tuning can be obtained in 
various regions of x ì..,: for example, 
for x i.. = 0.52 to 0.65. The results 
from Figure 4 are presented in Table 
III. They show that a motion of about 
0.9 cm 1 front -r = 5.63 to x = 6.50) 
of the tuning sleeve is required to pro- 
duce a frequency change of 70 mc. 

Appendix 
Characteristic Impedances of Terres: 

Three types of tuning sl..'e were illus- 
trated in Figure 1 *. The characteristic 
impedances are related to the various 
radii in the following equations: 

Characteristic impedance of main coax 
line 

7... = 138 I. .. - II ns 

Characteristic impedance of tli..,,m'i- 
on inner conductor 

Z - li:. L,t,.. "Inns I / 

Characteristic impedance of tlisconlintt- 
ih on utter conductor 

Z. = 13M 1 s;,,. - -- ohms 

\\ hen a tuning slum e i- composed of 
a solid material of dielectric constant. 
k. an equi'alrni characteristic impe- 
dance Z.% and an equkalent length. d'. 
must be a -,d in equation 121 and in 
referring to the !tilling ctiR 's *. 

Etptindco/ clulrarhvistir impedance j'or 
dish ctri, sleet, on inner conductor 

Z.=1.ì8./i,. -I, tkL. 
l, 

¡Jun- t ., , 

Equivalent normalized length of dieh 
tri,- .sleety 

tl' ti Z. 

here: d -. actual length 01 sleeve 
= equi%alcnt length of 'lee... 

Similar but more complicated expres- 
sions may br derived for composite 
slreves made partly of metallic and 
partly of dielectric material. 

Teer\ is' Engineering- Fel,rIlar.. 1951 

IF you use SI VERI 
laminated to non- precious 
base metals in your products 

... you will welcome the fast and efficient 

service of this 53 -year old organization and 

find it a dependable source for the finest of 

materials ... in sheet, wire or tubing. 

Owner- management cuts red tape . , . speeds 

production . . . assures you of interested 

attention and complete satisfaction. 

Your inquiries will 
be appreciated and 
replied to ... promptly. F.. 

The Home of IMPROVED Service 

The IMPROVED SEAMLESS WIRE COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 1898 

775 Eddy Street, Providence 5, Rhode Is'and 

E N C INE E I l INC 
11I'I'l1I{ 1 t \lTII'.s 
The stead% growth of Nielp,,I - 

researcll and development 
_rant has created a number of 

optional opportunities tot 
positions in a program of essen 

Iial go%ernnu'ut contract worl.. 
(11,e,ritt};xist --fur eu ti.tu++z`wiiJi- 
design experience in au% of the 
following television fields: 

Receiver Circuitry 
Broadcast Terminal Equip- 

ment 
Microwave Relay Apparatus 
UHF and VHF Transmitters 

These are permanent positions in 
a modern- well- equipped labora- 
tory. Opportunities fut advance - 
ment limited solel by initiative 
and :Willi %. 

All replies held in strict con - 
fitlence. Send resume to: 

I11?I.PAR. i\(' 
152 S%%. \%e 

Alexandria, Virginia 

Measurements 

Corporation 

MODEL 

111 

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR 
For The Frequency Calibration 

Of Equipment In The Range Of 

250 KC. to 1000 Mc. 
(To within .25 Mc.) 

Frequency Accuracy: 0.001 

The Model 111 provides a test 

signal of crystal- controlled frequency 
and has a self -contained detector of 
2 microwatts sensitivity. 

For calibration and frequency check- 
ing of signal generators, transmitters, 
receivers, grid -dip meters, etc. 

MEASUREMENTS 
CORPORATION 

BOONTON o NEW JERSEY 
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1H IS 15 IT! THE RELAY 
WITH %teerreitawriecilde Cô 

FOR A WIDE RANGE OF RADIO APPLICATIONS 

GUARDIAN Series 200 
Interchangeable 

COIL and 
CONTACT 

Switch Assembly 
Two basic parts -a coil assembly 
and a contact switch assembly- 
comprise this simple, yet versatile 
relay. The coil assembly consists of the coil and field piece. The contaci 
assembly consists of .witch blades. arniatnrr. return spring ;lid mo.n tio. 
bracket. The new Guardian Midget Contact Assembly which is inter 
changeable with the S:andard Sertes 200 coil assembly, is also availably 
in either single role. double thnnc. 01 double pole, double throw. 

CONTACT SWITCH ASSEMBLIES 
Cat. No. Type Combination 
200 -1 Standard Single Pole Double Throw 
200 -2 Standard Double Pole Double Throw 
200.3 Contact Switch 

Parts Kit 
200 -4 Standard 
200 -MI Midget 
200 -M2 Midget 
200 -M3 Midget Contact Switch 

Parts Kit 
13 COIL ASSEMBLIES 

A.C. COILS D.C. COILS 

Double Pole Double Throw 
Single Pele Double Throw 
Double Pole Double Throw 

Cat. No. Volts Cat. No. Volts 
200.6A 6 A.C. 200 -6D 6 D.C. 
200 -12A 12 A.C. 200 -12D 12 D.C. 
200 -24A 24 A.C. 200 -240 24 D.C. 
200 -115A 115 A.C. 200 -32D 32 D.C. 

200 -I10D 110 D.C. 
200-50000 

All A.C. coils available in 25 and 60 cycles 

GUARDIANELECTRIC 
1615.8 W. WALNUT STREET CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS 

. t +. FINE i, 1111u5 SEryi,i AYErlEAN iiiuSi.t 

,lnliu.5 IloSr i- noe dincl,o of :oIs,nli-in': 
uul -alr- prmoli,m o1 ICI : \ 'frrlmiral 
Prdnrl-. lil: \ \ iebrl 1)isi-ion. 

Julius Haber 

I ir.. Id.rn;rol ld «'i« /ln.c..t Inslrr. l S\ 
l 1{0. 1. ha- joined the ICI: \ \ i: for I)isi -ion 
as dill., bo of the ntohilitatiou pl:utnin_ 
department. His department sill -. rsr I 

aid Ille compatey meet the goi.runmuI r.- 
quirenunts for research. deselopntent. and 
manufacture of rital ileetronics equjpntrnl 
for Ille defense program. 

here/ .S. Lee is uoa editor of the Ginero' 
F.Irrlrir Retitle snicerding F.dearti 1 

Sanders who has relirrd. 

Theodore .4. .Smith has liven appointed 
assistant general manager of the R(::\ En- 
gineering Products I).parlliten!. succeed- 
ing \ \. \\ alter \ \au -. nos srning with 
Gen. Harrison of the \l'\. .9. K. llophins 
Iras brrome general -ale- manager. and 
Ration kreocer has been named general 
produit manager of the department. 

Samuel (/inhala has been appoinled assis- 
tant sales manager of Air King Products. 

30 

Ze, et BIRTCHER TUBE CLAMP 
FOR MINIATURE TUBES 

MIME_ 

POSITIVE PROTECTION 

AGAINST LATERAL AND 

VERTICAL SHOCK! 

The .Cu.r Birtcher Type 2 
Tube Clamp holds miniature 
tubes in their sockets under 
the lutist demanding conditions 
of vibration, impart and cli- 
mate. Made of stainless steel 
and weighing less than 
ounce. this New clamp for 
miniature tubes is case tu ap- 
ply. sure in effect. The base 
is keyed tu the chassis by a 
single machine stress or rivet 

saying time in assembly 
oui preventing roriti,.it. 'there 
are no separate part- ti drop 
I t' his(' during a -semi le or 

during u -c. flirty-her Tillie Clamp Type 2 is all nnc piece ;und 
requires no welding, brazing or soldering at any print. 

I I yott use ntitiiature tubes. protect them against lateral and 
vertical shock with the Birtcher Tithe Clamp iTylx' 21. 
\\'rite for sample and literature' 

Rnildir of millions of stainless .vied foc/.in,; 
I'rpr Tithe Clamps for hundr,d,e of cle lrniü mm,1id; Icturer.c. 

?xce BIRTCHER eazG o3atiog 
SUO, NUNIINGION DRIVE 105 ANGELES 33 

Personals 

hohrrt F. Field ha- n-tin;I from ill, .. ci- 
nnring department of the General Ilali 
e:o.. after 21 sear of sers ice. 

hit (NMI has been named 1:. E. tube 
disi -ion -1il.- manager. ens.ring -ales of 
product- lo Ihr Federal gmer mneut. ,1. 11 

Ihulliel,/ has been appointed eastern region- 
al sales manager of the tube lisision. 

.Stan / .. /'. /.ore //. president of Los.11 
Chemical Co.. lia- been elected a director 
of Raytheon \lfg. Co. 

Robert L. (aliso« lia- loen mantel general 
manager of the chemical department of 
General Electric Co.. yyith headquarters in 
PiltafieIl. \lass. 

L. I). .\..leer. Jr.. has been appointed gen- 
eral sales manager of Alice Slinky Corp.. 
161 Sixth ,v N. A. 13. 

(//rer't t.. knob/mi. ha- become general 
-:des manager of the Standard Trun- former 
1 :orp. 

John If . Hrlaa,ecr 6a- bc. ti n a m e d general 
manager of the lui_r apparatus ditision. 
and \. 1/. /l :r,- hrmin. general manager of 
the stall apparatus disi -ion of G. E. 

IIr. l',rei I.. Sprne,r. 5 pn- id.nl in 
charge of the poser tube disision of 
Raytheon. ha- n seised priorit of insen- 
tion of basic nue_net'on strapping from 
the Patent 1 )!lire. 

/Iona /,/ /I. Ilnrris. formerly .x.emiv a, -i-- 
tanl to the director of research of Collin - 
Radio. ha- been named lei/mil-al assistant 
to the president of \irborn,- Instrument- 
Laborato. 

Jnhtr K. llourla,,,/. formerly a --i -taut to the 
president of Zenith Radii.. has been ape 
pointed t. head a lieel created office of 
product research for Slessart -\\ arner. 

William Cranford is loa on the -ales en. 
gineeriug staff of Cannon Eleulrie. 
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Industry Literature 

.4Btonuatic Electric (:a.. 103 :i W. \ an Buren 
St.. Chicago 7. III.. has released an RR- 

page catalog. Re /ass and Switrdlrs Íor In- 
dustrial Control, detailing telephone -1.pe 
relays, stepping ses itches.' iiiii tru ing ses itches. 
general purpose relays and high -speed 
rotary- stepping switches. 

St It an ia Electric Products, Inc.. Empo- 
riuni, Penna.. has released a 10 -page tube 
substitut- manual for substitute type- of 
radio and telusision tube -. Nine sections 
pros ide text and charts on general tube 
classification, circuit modification- in which 
additional resist.), are needed. substitute 
batters type tube. -ub_littue I511 -ma and 
300-ma tube Ipr_. substitute transformer 
and alit. 1010 tpe.. _ublittde l'\ receis- 
ing and picture tubes- and frequent! 
needed change -user diagrams. 

.,arkes Taman. Inc.. Rectifier Ihiiaion, 
1.15 N. College \se.. Bloomington. 
has released a 61-page handbook ut s,ring 
power consersiun and application- of se- 

lenium rectifiers. handbook contains in- 
formation on passer rectifiers for high cur- 
rent applications. and high s.11age en- 
closed rectifiers for I.ss- current electronic 
appliratium. Booklet is priced at twenty - 
Ike cents. 

laminer, & Ilann (:o,. I7:,3 \\ alnul St,. 
t:hira_u 12. III.. ha- issued a four-page 
bullrtin. 501. c.sering impregnating equip- 
Melt( for sealing or bonding. 
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Briefly Speaking . . e 

STANDARDS which played so vital a role 
in World War II. have once more be- 

corne a topic of the day. With score- 
of defense emergency problem begin 
oing to pour on many desks. the .strik 
ing possibilities offered by standardize - 

tintt. for con -using materials and sim- 
plifying procedures, are reeei)ing par- 
ticularly cluse attention. The unique fea- 

tures of standardization have been in- 
corporated in a I2-page :\SA booklet 
which reveals the significant part played 
by standards during the last war. and 
its potentialities in the present defense 
program. . . . Westinghouse Electric 
has announced the formation of an elec- 
tronic tube division- and plans for three 
new plants tu manufacture various 
hype- of tulles. E. W. Ritter has been 
appointed manager of the newly formed 
tube di\i_iun \ two -stuc) additiva 
is now being built by Sheldon Electric 
Co.. at Irviugtun. N. J, - .. The Swed- 
low Plastics Cu. has announced Ille 
opening of a manufacturing and fabri- 
cating plant at 333 N. \leridian Rd.. 
loon_- to\\n. Ohio. Fuel Stefan has 
been appointed general manager of the 
new plant. . . . The spectacular Chi- 
cago lire which destroyed the Inlgl. 
aarchousc located just out -ide .1 Ili.' 
Loup. burned out the entire -l.ss room 
inscntory and a large stuck iii 
Well- Sales. Fortunately ill.. create: 
purti.n of the \ \ells inyt'ntur had beul 
staled in tluec other \yarchuus,_. and 
business lia- been resumed at 833 \\ . 

(:Virago ",s.' (:hieagu 22. III. , .. \lam - 
puwel problem- s\rr, IVI _.Met of :t 

vpcial Its. -d;n ruuferenrt .f III- \I \ 
in \Aa-hiugtun. Ltrenlis. The meeting 
was highlighted V\ Talk- bu John \\. 
Craig of the CroJc Disision -of Acco. 
who i chairman of the III \I:\ indu- - 
Irial relations committee. I:ssan (:laguc 
Culltltli itiulrI of l.allul' Statistics. l . S. 

I),part lent of I ;thou. and George \1 , 

Taylor. prulcsstr of bullish \ ;It Ill 
\1 hartun School- l ni)cr sils .f I'enn- 
-ylvania. 

WHEN YOU CHANGE 

YOUR ADDRESS 
Be sure to notify the Subscription 

Department of TELEVISION ENGI- 
NEERING, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New 
York 17, N. Y.. giving the old as 
well as the new address, and do this 
at least four weeks in advance. The 
Post Office Department does not 
forward magazines unless you pay 
additional postage. and we cannot 
duplicate copies mailed to the old 
address. We ask your cooperation. 

Valuable 
guides for 
television 
technicians 

Check Viva oros s 

that can help you 
moll and lie them 

on approval 

1. 

Movies 

for TV 
By 8.nuon. 611 the information you need to 
choose the best equipment, operate it effi- 
ciently and make the most effective use of 
films on TV Shows what may go wrong and 
how to avoid it; how to edit Mm. produce 
titles. special effects, commercials, newsreels, 
combine live scenes with film, and all other 
techniques. 54.25 

2. 

Television & 
FM Antenna 
Guide 

By Noll and Mandl. Complete data on all 
VHF and UHF antennas. including informa. 
tion on new types given here for the first lime. 
Shows how to select the right type for the site, 
where and how to install it. how to minimize 
noise from transmission line, and all other 
Techniques needed to insure getting the most 
`lit of any antenna system. 55.511 

3. 

Television 
for 
Radiomen 

9 Noll. Clear, non -mathematical explanation 
'if the operating principles and function of 
every part and circuit in today's TV receivers 

nd the basic principles of transmission. Full 
instruction in installation, alignment, testing, 
dìustment. trouble- shooting. 57.00 

4. 

Radio and 
Television 
Mathematics 

By Filcher. 721 samtle problems and solu- 
lions show you what formulas to use. what nu- 
merical values to substitute, and each step in 
working out any problem you may encounter 
in radio, television or industrial electronics. 
I uls r.ucn,h arranged for quick reference. 

56.00 

USE THIS COUPON 

L 

The Macmillan Ca., 60 Filth Ave., New Teck 1I 

Please send me the books checked by num- 
hrr below. I will either remit in full or return 
Me books in 10 days. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 

Address 

IJ 
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FINEST QUALITY 
Immediate Delivery from Our Huge Stock... 
All New and Unconditionally Guaranteed! 

WIDE SELECTION 
OF ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS AT 

WELLS 
Tubes Resistors 

Condensers 

Wire and Cable 

Volume Controls 
Co -ax Connectors 

Relays Rectifiers 
Transformers Chokes 

Micro Switches, Toggles 

Antennas, Accessories 
Electronic Assemblies 
Dial Light Assemblies 

FIG. A FiG. C 

FIG. D 

FIG. G 

FIG. H 

TOGGLE SWITCHES 
STOCK 

NUMBER FIG CONTACT ARRANGEMENT 
PH-500 A SPDT. 
PH-503 A SPOT Center Off Mom Each Side. 
PH-505A A SPDT Momentary. 
PH505 A SPST. 
PH-506 A SPOT Center Off. 
PH-507 A SPOT Center Off Mom Each Side. 
PH-513 A SPOT Center Off. 
PH-514 A SPST. 
PH516 A SPST. 
LT-104 A SPOT One Side Momentary. 
309-168 A SPST. 
309-178 A SPOT Momentary. 
309.181 A SPST Momentary. 
305.172 A Spcl. SPST Momentary. 
305182 A Spcl. SPST Momentary 
370.14 A SPOT Center Off 1 Side Mom. 
370.4 A SPDT Center Off. 
370-25 A SPST Momentary. 
309.169 B SPST Momentary. 
PH-509 C DPST. 
PH-510 C DPDT Momentary. 
PH-511 C DPDT Momentary. 
PH-512 C DPST Center Off. 
303-65 C DPST. 
309.163 C DPDT Center Off Momentary. 
309.162 C DPST. 
309.164 C DPST Momentary. 
305.87 D 1 Side DPST Mom, 1 Side SPST. 
LT-100 F SPST. 
LT-101 F SPST Momentary. 
301-51 G 4PDT Momentary. 
305-140 H DT No Make Each Side. 
309.161 K SPST. 
309.170 K SPST. 
301.41 L OPST. 
305.76 L DPST. 
319.50 L SPST. 
305-170 Spcl. SPST. 

SWITCHETTES 

STOCK 
NUMBER 

MANUFACTURER'S 
TYPE NUMBER CONTACTS 

TERMINAL 
LOCATION 

UNIT 
PRICE 

303.20 CR1070C103 -A3 N.C. Side 50.47 
301.29 CR107OC103 -B3 N.O. End .47 
303-34 CR1070C103 -C3 1 -N.O. 1 -N.C. End .47 
303.18 CR1070C103 -F3 1 -N.O. 1 -N.C. Side .47 
303 -19 CR1070C103 -E3 N.O. Side .47 
303.43 CR1070C123133 N.O. End .47 
303.23 CR1070C123 -C3 1 -N.O. 1 -N.C. End .47 
305.83 CR1070C123-J2 SPDT End .47 
303.22 CR1070C123 -J4 SPOT End .47 
303.17 CR1070C124 -M4 SPDT Side .47 
303.16 CR107OC128 -C3 1 -N.O. 1 -N.C. End .47 

N O T I C E I Although our offices and showrooms 
were recently destroyed by fire, we 

are conducting business as usual from our new address. 

FIG. F FIG. L 

MANUFACTURER & 
NUMBER 

PRICE 
EACH 

BIB. 50.35 
811. .32 
B21. .30 
AN- 3022.28. .30 
AN- 3022.1. .35 
AN- 3022.78. .32 
Cutler Hammer AN- 3022.1B. .38 
Cutler Hammer B -5A. .35 
85. .35 
Cutler Hammer 8905K568. 35 
168553. .30 
AN- 3022.118. .35 
Cutler Hammer 8211K6. .35 
Cutler Hammer 8905K531. .35 
Cutler Hammer 8905K630. .45 
Cutler Hammer B -7A. .30 
Cutler Hammer B -9A. .35 
Cutler Hammer B -6B. .25 
Cutler Hammer B -19 .35 
AN- 3023.28. .45 
Cutler Hammer 8715K2. .50 
Cutler Hammer 8715K3. .50 
Cutler Hammer 8720KI. .55 
Cutler Hammer AN-3023-2. .45 
Cutler Hammer C -11. .55 
Cutler Hammer C -I. .45 
Cutler Hammer 8711K3. .40 
AH & H. .95 
Cutler Hammer. .22 
AH & H. W/Leads. .20 
Cutler Hammer 8905K12. .75 
Open Frame. .25 
Cutler Hammer 8781K3. 1.95 
Cutler Hammer 8905K656. 2.25 
AH&H .75 
AH & H -Open Frame. .75 
Allied Elec. Mfg. Corp. .28 
Cutler Hammer Type 813. .40 

LEAF SPRING SWITCHES 
STOCK 

NUMBER 
SPEC. 

CONTACT ARRANGEMENT INFORMATION 
BACK OF 

PANEL DIM. 
PRICE 
EACH 

301 -96 HPDT One Side. 3':axl'.ax'. 51.65 
311.58 lA Momentary & 1A. W /Escutcheon Plate 3'.axiex?a 1.35 
309.167 2C One Side. 3x916x' ';,; 1.25 
305.183 3A Momentary & 3A Momentary. 3! lol' ax3e 1.50 
319 -43 DPDT Center Off. Mossman. 3'uo2x1'-e .85 
319.42 4PDT Center Off Mom One Side. Mossman. 3' ex2xlp'e .95 
309.f59 38. Mossman. 3'ex2xPe .85 
309.158 2D. Mossman. 37.x2' axl'a .85 
309-165 1A. Mossman. 3' un]. ,,;x] a .75 
311 -96 4PDT. Bakelite Actuator. 37,0,13 ex? e .85 
305.164 3A. 3'exi, pia' i,; L25 
319.43A DPDT Center Off Mom Each Side. Mossman. 3, axle ea .95 
305 -165 3A á 3A. Switchboard Type. 43Axll /ax'a .95 

Many other types in stock. Send us your requirements. 
Order from your Parts Jobber or directly from 

Write for Neu Wells Catalog 
Wells. 

7/WELLS/ TELEPHONE: SEeley 8 -4143 

SALES, ¡MC. 
833 W. CHICAGO AVE. DEPT. E, CHICAGO 22, ILL. 
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+'' its C-D 
for capacitors of 
Consistent Dependability! 

C-D leadership is the result of 40 years in 

the pioneering and development of the most dependable 

capacitors for all requirements. There is only one Standard 

in capacitors... CORNELL- DUBILIER. 

AVAILABLE THROUGH All AUTHORIZED C -D DISTRIBUTORS. WRITE FOR COMPLETE TECHNICAL 

DATA TO: CORNEA- DUBIIIER ELECTRIC CORPORATION, DEPT.TVI2,SOUTH PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY 

Other plonts: 

New Bedford, Worcester and 

Brookline, Mass.. Providence, R. l.; 

Indianapolis, Ind., and subsidiary, 

The Radiort Corp _ Cleveland. Ohio 

CORIVELL-DUBILIER 
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New Towers in the Sky.... 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for' #°; 

a real Broadcasters Program! 

The IRE Professional Group for Broadcast 

Transmission Systems and its C irman - ve 

done a wonderful job in prep 

14 technical sessions and symposia 

interest to every broadc 

IRE Convention. 

Many of the paper 

a single day so 

can spare only 

the latest inf 
is " Broadc 

vention, 

On all 

Ceres 

of 

ital 

t the 

Broadcast Day- Tuesday 

March 20, 1951 

Three great symposia mark 

Mornin 

this as Broadcast 

-Symposium: "Broadcast Transmis- 

Stems," with a general meeting of the 

ssjpnal Group plus five technical papers. 

e rgans i 

ie busy engineer wh 

enjoy a "feast" of 

Tuesday, March 20, 

I. IRE National Con - 

the next column. 

sented p. .. of 

Afternoon -Symposi 
Story.- For the firs 

nical details of the 

will be told by the engi 

will use it; Dr. F 

Hanson. Mr. Willia 

e Empire State 

omplete tech - 

radio tower 

built it and 

r. O. B. 

B. H. 

Over 

test- 

Richardson, and Mr. Herman E. Gihr 

00 slides will illustrate the buil 
f the tower. 

To p plan rye 

fi of into 
RADIO 
SMCM. 

he s e 

ment ofra r Telev 
u... risi rs fro. 

ion rese t *iRa 

due the Chairman, well known to this audi- 

ence, for his planning for Broadcasters. 

St h., 

This truly will be a day no broadcast engineer 

can afford to miss -come and enjoy it. 

"ADVANCE with Radio- Electronics in the 
National Emergency" 

is the theme of the 195 I IRE Convention and Radio Engineering Show. 264 Manufacturers 
will exhibit their own "1951 Advances" in products, March 19 -22, at Grand Centrai 

Palace, New York. 

4 Days. IRE Member Registration $1.00, Non -Members $3.00 

llül: Meetings and Shows Accelerate Electronic Progress" 
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